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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 What is the The ESS?

ESS, the European Spallation Source is a Pan-European research installation that is to be built in Lund, southern Sweden. 
The construction process will begin around the year 2012, and is expected to be fully operational within a decade. The 
installation itself can be seen as a giant microscope, but one that uses neutrons instead of light to probe into matter, and 
will be an essential addition to the resource base of companies that produce everything from aeronautic parts to ad-
vanced medicine. The installation is not seen by the involved actors as a pure ground-research facility like much of the 
other big research installations built in Europe like the LHC at CERN or ITER, but rather as an instrument that will pro-
vide industry with a very important tool that no single actor itself can afford and give European industry a comparative 
advantage over competing companies in the US and East Asia. The cost of the installation is estimated to be around 1.4 
Billion €, where the host country Sweden will provide around 30% of this sum. But the economic benefit for the region 
that hosts it is estimated to be a lot higher than this, since it is hoped to attract high-tech companies to the region and 
create thousands of well paid jobs and the accompanying tax revenues. For this reason there have been fierce competi-
tion between regions around Europe to host the facility, but Lund proved to be the most competitive region that could 
harvest the most economic benefits from the installation and provide European companies easy access with its well de-
veloped infrastructure, as well as well educated English-speaking workforce.

1.2 MAX-lab IV

There is also a smaller research facility being built right next to the ESS, called MAX-lab IV. This facility can also  be seen 
as a huge microscope, but uses short wave-length X-rays to probe into matter, instead of neutrons as in the ESS. This 
facility is a Swedish initiative, and is one of the reasons that ESS was chosen to be located in Lund with promising syn-
ergy effects between the two facilities. MAX-labs estimated cost is 2,6 billion SEK, which is around a fifth of the ESS cost, 
and is seen as an early proof that one facility can lure more facilities and business opportunities to the region through the 
process of economic agglomeration and clustering of companies and industry. There is because of this great hope in 
Lund and the larger region that the clustering process will bring more prosperity to its people, and that the large invest-
ment in the facility as well as infrastructure will pay of in the future. 

1.3 Scope

What I would like to examine further in this thesis is the plausibility of the belief that the installation will mean so much 
for the region, and to examine what the future economic impact actually might be.

1.4 The research question

What will the regional impact of the ESS  be on the region of Lund and its surroundings

1.5 The aim of the study

There is a report from PricewaterhouseCoopers concerning the regional impact of the ESS, and it contained a lot of esti-
mations concerning numbers. This study could do the same of course, but it might be better trying to get more qualita-
tive data, with opinions and views from local companies in the region, since it can add to the knowledge on the topic in 
greater terms than just redoing what the other report did. The ESS can be seen as a part of the local innovation system, 
where the actors interact with each other can be as important as the companies themselves. There are several clusters in 
the region, including the Medicon Valley Biotech and the Food cluster, how they view the project might be very interest-
ing since it is these local actors that the region depend on will make use of the ESS and to make it profitable for Sweden 
and the whole of Europe for that matter. They might have information concerning policy requests as well have ideas of 
how they can make most benefit from the ESS installation. To shed light on these viewpoints could be very useful both 
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for the ESS secretariat as well as in policy circles, who both wants the ESS to be as successful as possibly can since they 
have a lot of credibility at stake and want to show the public that the money are well spent. The challenge of the study is 
that it should provide information about the future. This must be done without reducing the whole thesis to a guessing 
game, where the speculative part take over. The best way to avoid speculations is to look back into history and see what 
have happened in the past, to ask people of the present, and than do a thorough analysis on the gathered information. 
That is what this thesis is set out to do.

2. THEORY
2.1 Clusters and Agglomeration

The economic structure of Lund is special in the case that it can be seen as a business cluster where economic actors ag-
glomerate and become to mutual benefit to each other. A clustering of industries is defined by Ellison and Glaeser as ”a 
non-random spatial concentration of economic activity”. The reasons for that Lund have become this is impossible to say,  
historical facts and circumstances all weigh in of cause. But the fact that the University of Lund, which is the largest Uni-
versity in southern Sweden and its technical collage is located in the city may be one of the main reasons, since it pro-
duces such a large output of qualified labour as well as hosting excellent research abilities. Lund have also besides its 
own endowments benefitted from the well developed infrastructure in the region and its proximity to Copenhagen with 
its large airport which makes for easy access internationally. All these factors, and many more, have made it economi-
cally sensible for many companies to set up operations in the area, and this have in turn made it even more attractive for 
even more companies since the already located companies supplied economic incentives. This phenomenon called clus-
tering, have been observed all over the globe and attracted much attention from policy makers and scholars.1

The literature concerning agglomeration and clusters is comprehensive and it can be hard to get a grip on exactly what it 
is about. One scholar that gives a good overview of the lifecycle and behaviour of clusters is however Dr. Kerstin Press, 
with her book: ”A life cycle for Clusters? The Dynamics of Agglomeration, Change, and Adaptation”. In this book she 
not only describes what a cluster is, but tries to sum up the generalities of clusters and how they seem to behave and 
change over time. An interesting point about clusters that she brings up is the fact that they do not seem to last forever. 
There are plentiful examples in history where big and successive clusters, have been turned into a backwater of the 
economy and the rustbelts of America and some parts of England can even show of visible scars of this, with once 
mighty and important factories lies in ruins and neighbourhoods that follows. 

The ideas of clusters is not new, but the scholar that brought clusters into the field of economics in its modern form was 
Michael Porter in the year 1990, with his book ”The competitive advantage of Nations”. He has written numerous arti-
cles on the subject and defines a cluster as:

”A cluster is a critical mass of companies in a particular field in a particular location, whether it is a country, a state 
or region, or even a city. Clusters take varying forms depending on their depth and sophistication, but most include a 
group of companies, suppliers of specialised inputs, components, machinery, and services, and firms in related indus-
tries. Clusters also often include firms in downstream (e.g., channel, customer) industries, producers of complemen-
tary products, specialised infrastructure providers and other institutions that provide specialised training, education, 
information, research, and technical support, such as universities, think tanks, vocational training providers, and 
standards-setting agencies. Finally, many clusters include trade associations and other collective bodies covering 
cluster members.”2
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He shows in his work numerous examples in the real world where clustering are taking place, such as the fashion indus-
try in northern Italy, and the wine industry in California. The reason for that clustering occurs is that it is simply benefi-
cial for the firms contained within it, without the companies having to interact directly with each other. In the case of the 
California wine cluster, it contains over 680 commercial wineries, as well as thousands of wine-grape growers. There are 
many supporting industries in the area, such as grape stock suppliers, farm equipment suppliers, labelling services, ad-
vertising firms among many. This makes it easier to conduct business, and increase the productivity of the growers as 
well as the business base for the suppliers. There are also links to the Educational programs in the area, special commit-
tees in the California senate that also helps the industry to become more competitive than if it had been spread out over 
the whole country. The boundaries of clusters are defined as where the linkages and complementarities for the industries 
ends. It is not always the case that this has to be in a certain country, but can be spread across borders as in the case of the 
southern German chemical cluster that straddles into Switzerland. 

The reason that clusters gets competitive is that the increased competition within the cluster makes the companies 
stronger when they face other firms in overseas markets. This also raises the pace of innovation, which is crucial to pro-
ductivity growth. The pooled talent is another factor, which makes for easier access when hiring staff, and where skilled 
labour can move to another company if an actor faces problems. Clusters also seems to stimulate the growth of new 
businesses, which reenforces the cluster and makes it even more attractive for startups and investments from outside.

Because of this increased competitiveness, clusters are spread all over the globe and will continue even as globalisation 
should reduce the need for it when everything can be sourced globally. It seems as if there still is a need for people to 
interact within a certain geographical sphere, and from the viewpoint of Porter clusters will just become even more im-
portant for competitiveness in the future.3

Another authority on the subject is Örjan Sölvell, who have written numerous articles in the subject. He currently resides 
at Stockholm School of Economics. In one report clusters are defined in a similar way as Dr Kerstin Press:

”Cluster consists of geographically assembled related and supportive companies and branches, but also incorporates 
connections to science and educational institutions, financial actors, branches of government and different kind of 
cooperative organisations”4

The work done by Sölvell and colleges focuses on the subject from a Swedish perspective, which might make it useful to 
use as a framework in this paper. In a report called ”Clusters and the new growth-policies”, he describes how clusters 
come to be, and how agglomeration take place. At first they point out that not all economic activity in a country abides 
by clustering phenomena. Public services, natural resources extraction and local sector does not show much signs of 
clustering at all, and this for obvious reasons, the sectors that cluster are the ones that are often subjected to both national 
and international competition, and for the most part consists of private enterprises.

In a market economy, the decision on where companies locates are often dependent on where the entrepreneur just hap-
pens to live, or moves to. Where the idea itself is spawned and the talent is born are of course random in scope, but there 
still need to be institutions or resources that can cater to the talents need, and a creative environment can often be what 
creates the entrepreneur itself. There are also numerous geographical endowments that have an impact as well, espe-
cially in mineral extraction or as in the fertile soil in southern Sweden that gave rise to an efficient agricultural industry. 
These first signs of industry can later on attract or spawn more industry and services that cater to the need of the original 
growth node. In the more dense and deep clusters it is also visible that proximity to political centres, and a favourable 
infrastructure have played a vital role in the deepening of the agglomeration process. Today there are much talk about 
the favourable proximity to educational centres such as universities and colleges, or ”Brain resources” as the most vital 
part for a clustering process to pick up speed.
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All said, it is always easy to tell a good story after it happened, and point out what factors that played a role in the suc-
cess of a certain cluster, it is not so easy however at beforehand point out what will be needed in the future. A good ex-
ample of this is the Swedish popular music industry, which have been a successful export product. In the aftermath it is 
easy to see that a comprehensive musical education in the schools may have played a vital role, as well as a demanding 
home market and an open culture for influences from abroad. But at the point before the success had taken place, it was 
not intended from the government side to create a music industry by commending more musical education in school. 
This had more to do with a philosophical view that children needed music in their lives, and that it would make them 
happy, and not as way to promote growth in a sector of any sort. This shows that it is very hard to know beforehand 
what investments will spur growth in the future. 

In Figure 1, European clusters and their location quotient are shown. A location quotient of one, means that the spread of 
a certain industry is the same as the nationwide average, a higher quotient indicate that some clustering of industry are 
happening. Sweden is highlighted but the shading applies to the other countries as well, with darker areas indicating 
that more clustering effects are taking place.

Figure 1, Strength of the National Cluster Portfolios. Source: Clusters, Cluster Policy and Swedish competitiveness in the global economy, Stockholm School 

of Economics.

Many cluster starts with a small number of companies that just happen to be in the same place at the same time, without 
much interdependence. An example of this is Hewlett Packard, and Intel that just happened to be in the area that is now 
called Silicon valley. The first prerequisite for creating a cluster is that this early businesses survive, and gather legiti-
macy and acceptance in their larger community. This first phase are characterised with a small number of entrepreneurs 
that become successful in their field, and spurring others to follow (The ”Hero Phase” as it is called by Sölvell). Later on 
in stage two, a consolidation takes place and many smaller actors are bought up by the larger and more successful enter-
prises. This makes a case for economies of scale, and the bigger companies therefor starts to dominate the landscape, 
with vertical integration making them larger and ever more profitable. Specialised science and education is also growing 
to meet the higher demand for advanced human capital. The growth in this phase comes from both diversification and 
internationalisation.

In the third phase new companies come into the region and starts to compete with the existing industries for both their 
markets and their qualified workforce. The increased competition forces the existing companies to focus on their core 
business and these companies are now living next to smaller specialised actors. This phase is also characterised by many 

34  •  EXP E RT  R E P O RT N O .  3 0  T O  SWE D E N ’S GLO B ALISATIO N  C O U N CIL

average. This is a low rate; among the EU-15 and EFTA countries 
only Norway and Luxembourg report a lower share. Looking only at 
employment in highly specialized clusters with a location quotient 
above 2 (i.e. a region has more than twice as many employees in a 
cluster than expected given the region’s overall employment size), 
the picture is less dramatic. Here Sweden ranks close to the middle, 
leaving all the Southern European countries but also Austria, 
Finland, and the Netherlands behind. Sweden has a good position 
in highly concentrated clusters but is much weaker in the second 
tier where clusters have reached signifi cant position but not full 
leadership yet.

The cluster sector itself is heterogeneous with signifi cant difference 
in dynamics and wage levels. Over the last few years, Sweden’s cluster 
mix has become slightly more specialized relative to the European 
average. But the average masks a high degree of diversity at the level 
of individual cluster categories. Among areas of traditional Swedish 
strengths, Pharmaceuticals, Business Services, Metal Manufacturing, 

Source: European Cluster Observatory, 2008. 
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smaller startup firms, mostly because of the qualified labour from the bigger companies are defecting and starting up 
enterprises of their own. Venture capital also have an increasing role in creation of new businesses.

The explained phases are not always the way that things proceed however, outside influences such as bad business cli-
mate can disturb the different stages, and if some factors are missing in a phase such as lack of venture capital or lacking 
infrastructure, it can derail the whole process.

2.2 Globalisation

The world is becoming ever more globalised, so is there really room for regional clusters and innovation systems? The 
answer is - yes according to Sölvell. It is true that capital and goods is moving at an ever greater pace, and the interna-
tional competition forces companies to diversity their businesses and to put their operations wherever the comparative 
advantages may be. This is true for the financial and physical capital, but the human capital relative immobile in com-
parison, and the social capital can in the context be considered as stuck. Clusters and local innovation system may there-
fore not be an antagonist to globalisation, but rather a necessary local anchoring of it. If the local cluster is interwoven 
into the international fabric, it can act as meeting places and nodes of a more integrated world where people live, work 
and exchange ideas. Sölvell believes that the importance of clusters and agglomeration will only increase in the next cen-
tury, and the need for region and countries to harbour there will be crucial for success in an international market.5

Silicon valley is one of the largest IT clusters in the world, and are highly competitive globally. Figure 2 shows a map of 
silicon valley with the large IT companies that are located in the region are pointed out. It clearly shows clustering, with  
a heavy concentration of theses businesses in the area.

Figure 2, Sillicon Valley; one of the most distinctive economic clusters in the world. Source: www.stanford.edu/
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2.3 Critique

After the publication of Porters article in 1990, there has been an intense activity and research in the area with authors 
such as the above. There have also been however critical voices heard from other camps within the economic community, 
Ron Martin and Peter Sunley are two of those.

Their main critique is about the definition of a cluster that they believe is quite vague. There is no clarity of the geo-
graphical scale that clusters should be applied in. This ambiguity has led to many uses and interpretations of the term 
cluster, and different actors have used it for their own purpose. The result is as Ron Martin and Sunley says is conceptual 
end empirical confusion. There is neither a clarity of what exactly a cluster is. It is some kind of linkages by intercon-
nected companies and associated institutions, both horizontal and vertically. There is also the social relationships and 
networks that are supposed to be of beneficial nature to all the firms involved. The problem with this is that it is not very 
easy to define a cluster, and exactly what it is. As the write in their article:

”At what level of industrial aggregations should a cluster be defined, and what range of related industries and activi-
ties should be included? How strong do the linkages between firms have to be? How economically specialised does a 
local concentration of firms have to be to constitute a local cluster?”6

This ambiguity have led some to refer to clusters as national groups of industries and firms, while others have claimed 
the term for highly specialised media firms in lower Manhattan. There are also criticism concerning how clusters have 
become a fashion label in policy circles, and against the cluster theory itself and how clusters are formed. They do not 
however seem to dispute that there seem to be certain locations of the globe where there is a higher spatial concentration 
of certain industries. But rather that the definition is much too vague, leading to its fashionable uses in much more con-
texts than can possibly be useful. 7
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3. METHOD
3.1 Type of study and previous research

This thesis is foremost a literature study, where I looked into the literature concerning big research installations and their 
economic impact from various sources, as well as local studies of Lund and its surroundings. There have not been any 
academic research on the exact topic concerning ESS and Lund, but Region Skane (the county authority) have together 
with PricewaterhouseCoopers put forward a report on the matter. This report was however produced before the decision 
to place the ESS in Lund was taken, and might be a bit biased to make it look better in front of sceptics and competition 
with other possible locations. There have also been numerous reports and investigations from governments and private 
actors in Europe as well as other areas of the world. As a theoretical framework I looked into the literature concerning 
agglomerations and cluster building. Beside the literature study that will lay the groundwork for the paper, there were 
information gathered from interviews of local actors, since it provided essential information on the local conditions and 
the views from companies in the region.

3.2 Data collection

I foremost tried to get official documents if they were available. If they were not, I tried to get in touch with regional  
actors that could have relevant information and try to interview them. The interviewed persons answered a few selected 
questions, and afterwards spoke rather freely regarding ESS and his/her organisation under a microphone so it could 
later be analysed as well as cited directly. The need for this was regarding actors like the local medical giant Astrazeneca, 
who will surely benefit from the location of ESS in the region but may not have an official document regarding their 
strategies concerning it this that they wish to share. But instead had well informed people within the firms who it was 
interesting to get a viewpoint from. Astrazeneca was for instance a keynote speaker on an ESS industry day, and did not 
seem to have any problems with sharing their plans and their needs from the future ESS plant. Recent developments at 
Astrazeneca where they planned to shut down their operations in Lund might have altered some of their plans, and 
could make them less interesting in this perspective. But perhaps not since it might be interesting to hear weather the 
plan to shut down their Lund operations were influenced by the ESS at all, and if they still planned to use it in the future 
but from a smaller local operation or from another site.

Another great recourse that were to the disposal of the paper is the ESS secretariat itself. They were contacted, and set up 
a meeting about the thesis. They were positive about the study and wanted to contribute as much as they could to the 
completion of it. They ensured that they would put forward as much data and information that were requested and at 
their disposal, and that there could also be room for interviews on areas where there was not clear documentation or 
data available on the subject.

The ESS secretariat have put much effort into informing the public as well as involving industrial partners in the project, 
and have therefore set up a conference called the ESS industry day. This event that took place in Copenhagen in february 
2010, was a meeting point for many European and local businesses and a rich information ground where it was possible 
to get a better idea of which kind of companies and actors that where interested in the project. This as well as an oppor-
tunity to get in contact with key persons and hear debates and other speeches were an essential opportunity to get rele-
vant information. More than 400 delegates attended the conference, and it also provided a list of al the delegates for fur-
ther contacts. 

3.3 Secondary data

Since I looked into the local effects of the installation, I had to focus on what the town of Lund have planned for the sur-
rounding areas of the facility. The city of Lund have planned a new area of the town called Lund NE (NorthEast), or 
Brunnshög, where both the ESS and MAX-lab IV will be situated. The area that now consist mostly of farmland will be a 
part of the so called ”information corridor” in the town, where the University and the science park IDEON will be adja-
cent and connected to the new facilities with convenient public transport. This as well as the numerous high tech com-
panies in the corridor such as Ericsson, Sony Ericsson, Astrazeneca, Gambro among others, will in this new part of the 
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city be integrated with housing, restaurants and shops to make for a living part of the city. One that not only caters for 
the companies themselves but that are also designed for people to meet and exchange ideas, and thus hopefully create 
new opportunities and dynamics in the local economy. There have already been design plans for this part of the town, 
with infrastructure projects such as the light-rail, housing and a conference centre with an adjacent hotel. For the thesis to 
be locally anchored I needed to analyse these plans in greater detail to get a glimpse of the projected spinoff effects from 
the facilities, and reviewed the official documents, news paper articles and did interviews with the involved authorities 
in cases where the written available information is scarce. 

The main part of the investigation was to review already available data, both secondary and tertiary. It was crucial for 
the report to only include information from credible sources, and to analyse it correctly. Quantitative data might not be 
so hard to analyse since it is hopefully presented in a straightforward manner, but qualitative data might be a bit trickier. 
Saunders et al have a method for analysing and presenting qualitative data, they propose that one should shred down 
the qualitative data into more definable bits, either by categories or quantifiable data, and try to present them in a dia-
gram or spreadsheet to get a better understanding of the data at hand. This method might be very useful, since I will 
look into a multitude of sources and it could be hard otherwise to get an good overview of the data. Much of the presen-
tation were however to review and compile the literature and reports individually without comparison to other reports 
or papers. Therefore most of the compilation is in a text format, that contains as much graphical summaries as possible. 
In the end of each individual literature study, there is a short summary of the information, also containing an own analy-
sis with thoughts and critique of the reading. 

When all the literature have been gone through there need to be an analysis and comparison between them. This will be 
done in the discussion section with the interviews combined. It will contain my own analysis and a summary of the find-
ings as well as a short discussion of the texts.

Since there was a lot of information available on the subject, some literature had to be dispelled from the study and only 
the most relevant were analysed. In some cases there were interesting and good literature on the subject, but I choose to 
interview the author of the literature instead. This to get a condensed view on the questions that were relevant to the 
thesis, as well as up to date information from the person in hand. There was for instance some information about the 
school system, and daycare centres, that might be built as well to cater for the influx of researchers. Such as international 
schools and english speaking daycare centres. The tax authorities could also have been interesting to contact since they 
plan to increase their workforce just to cater for the ESS build, which might give a good idea as well as an example of 
how the local economy will be affected. Neither were however included in the study, due to the priority of other data in 
respect to the size limit of the study.

3.4 Interviews

The interviews were conducted on certain regional actors. They were set up in a roughly similar manner, where the in-
terviewed person first answered a few questions under the microphone, and was than able to talk rather freely about the 
ESS and how it concerns their company/interest group. This recordings were later analysed and compiled as well as 
cited in the paper. 

The problem with this approach is that there is a continuous interactions with the research subject, and the interviewer 
must be careful not to lead the subject towards certain answers that would bring doubt of the validity of the study. 
Therefore the questions and topics need to be set out beforehand and with as much monologue from the part of the in-
terviewed person as possible. There might however be room for further questions that arises from the answers in the 
interview, this can move the interview towards a more unstructured form that might be useful as well. In the later analy-
sis stage it is important that the two forms of interviews are separated even if they in reality were intertwined. The rest of 
the qualitative information can however be very useful, and be summarised as well as quoted for the different interest 
groups to support the analysis and conclusions.
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It is important to realise that many of the interviewed persons may have a certain bias towards the issue, and may even 
have a position in their organisation where it’s their job to bend the issue look in a certain way. In the analysis part it is 
therefore important to be aware of what these biases might be, and treat the information critically in that light.

The ethics concerning interviews are also important, that the interviewed persons integrity is respected, and that he or 
she are aware of what they are interviewed for and that they are recorded. To ensure this there was an email sent before-
hand that explains the purpose of the study and their part of it, as well as the topics that are to be discussed. Hopefully 
this insured that the interviewed person were well informed and felt comfortable to answer the questions.
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4. TECHNICAL INTRODUCTION TO THE FACILITY
4.1 Neutron Spallation source

The ESS facility is a so called spallation source, which will be described in this section. A problems that scientists and 
R&D departments face when they want to look up-close at a product that they produce is that some structures that are 
created today, are just to small to see with the naked eye. They can of course put their product into the microscope, but 
microscopes uses light as their probe and can not detect differences in the material that is smaller than the wavelength of 
the light. In visible light this limits the resolution to around 450 nm (nanometers), or about a millionth of a meter. Sounds 
small, but an atom has a size of about 0.1 nm and can thus not be seen. Neither can molecules or atomic patterns and 
structures in materials, which is very important to be aware of in everything from cutting edge materials, electronics, 
fuel-cell technologies, solar-panels or medicine to make them work better and develop new innovative products. To un-
derstand why you need smaller wavelength or probes to see smaller patterns, one can imagine bouncing basketballs at a 
car and see how they bounce back. You would in this case see that the basketballs bounces back somewhat different 
when you trow them at the windshield or the roof, but when you trow them at the rims of the tire, you would not be able 
to tell the difference in the ”bounce back pattern” between a rim that is full of holes and one that is completely solid. To 
detect this difference you need something smaller to bounce back, perhaps marbles to be able to detect at these smaller 
structures, since they could penetrate these holes and bounce of the edges of them. The exact same principle applies to 
microscopy, and the rule of thumbs is that you need something that is half the size of the structure that you want to 
measure to be able to detect it.

To see structures that are smaller than the wavelength of visible light, other kinds of microscopes have been developed 
with other probing materials to handle this, such as the electron microscope that uses electrons to shoot at their target 
and see how they bounce back. And since electrons have a smaller wavelength than light (smaller marbles) they can de-
tect smaller patterns. The problem is however that if you want to see individual atoms, or even the inside of atoms you 
need something even more powerful with a smaller wavelength, such as a neutron. A neutron is a particle that are all 
around us, every atom (except for hydrogen) are full of them, and if you would shoot this at a target and see how it 
bounces back it can give back information of where every individual atom are located, and behave. Neutrons also have 
the novel trait that they also possesses no charge, meaning that they do not interact with electrons around the atoms nu-
cleolus. This means that it is possible to see inside the atom, and to get information about for instance the magnetic 
charge of individual molecules and atoms, as well as differentiate between isotopes. It is also compared to other tech-
niques very gentle, and is well suitable to look into organic matter without damaging it, which is of great importance to 
biotech and medical research.

  

Figure 3, One of the shutter rooms on the SNS (Spallation Neutron Source) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. (Left) Source: from www.ame.com. And the 

Swiss Spallation Neutron Source (SINQ). (Right) Source: http://www.psi.ch 
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To generate these neutrons is exactly what the ESS is designed to do, and let researchers use them to look into their mate-
rial of interest. Just as an immensely powerful microscope, or nano-scope to be more correct. To do this in the past re-
searchers have used radioactive materials to give off the neutrons, but this is not a very efficient or good way to do it, 
and produces low quality (intensity) neutrons. The ESS installation will not use this technique at all, it will use non ra-
dioactive materials that it instead accelerate into at high speed along a straight tube into a large piece of metal that will 
then ”pop out” the neutrons in all directions. These neutrons will than be led towards multiple research stations that can 
use them to analyse their samples and materials.

Figure 4, Conceptual drawing of the SNS site. Taken from: neutrons.ornl.gov

The problem with this process is that the non radioactive material, hydrogen, that are to be accelerated must have a high 
speed before it reaches its target. To do this it needs, just as a car who needs to accelerate, some distance to get it up to 
top speed. In the ESS this will be done in a long tube (a linac) that are surrounded with electromagnets that alternate 
between on and off to send the hydrogen on it its way towards the target station. This is a very complex process, and 
need to be very precise in order to do it correct, which is one major factor in why the ESS costs as much as it does.

There are already a similar facility in Germany operating today, but it dates to the seventies and are not at all as powerful 
as newer machines that are coming online today in the United States and Japan.

Europe was leading in Neutron research during the seventies and eighties, but are now loosing some of this advantage 
to other countries due to the fact that they are building newer and better facilities. The ESS will take around 10 years to 
complete, so is is therefore important for European industry to be competitive in the future that the facility is to be built 
today.
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5. LITERATURE STUDIES

5.1 Report from Region Skåne and PricewaterhouseCoopers

Region Skåne produced together, with the consulting firm PricewaterhouseCoopers, a report on what the impact of plac-
ing the ESS might be on Lund and the broader region. The report called: ”The ESS in Lund - its effects on regional devel-
opment” was published in 2009 before the final decision on where to situate the ESS had taken place. Pricewaterhouse-
Coopers who carried out the work have divided the report into two sections, with a quantitative analysis and a qualita-
tive part, where they have gathered as much current information as possible to make an qualified guess of how the fu-
ture in the region will turn out with the ESS installation place in Lund. 

According to this work, OECD8 recommended in 1999 that a new generation of neutron sources should be built around 
the world, one in North America, one in Asia and one in Europe. In 2007, the Swedish government made a declaration of 
intent to host the facility, and in 2009 the decision to locate ESS in Lund was made among fierce competition with Hun-
gary and Spain.  The reason for this fierce competition was that it was thought that hosting the facility would give eco-
nomic advantages to the host country and region.9

In the introduction, the report states that:

 ”Having a multidisciplinary research centre based on the world’s most powerful neutron source in sweden would 
mean a great deal for the country as a research nation and would make sweden in general and the Öresund Region in 
particular more attractive places in which to live and work. The ESS increases the attractiveness of the region which 
would increase the conditions for attracting world-class research workers to the region and thereby become a hub for 
cutting-edge research in Europe.” 10

5.1.1 Quantitative

In the quantitative analysis they clearly states that the difference the ESS can make to the region are very much depend-
ent on how well the regional actors are at harvesting the fruits that it can bring. The direct effect of the ESS itself, just as a 
building site and later a workplace for around 500 persons would not be higher than the invested costs, but the spinoff 
effects that the installation might have on the region can be huge.

To clarify this view, they have divided their estimates of the regional impact into three different scenarios that are called, 
Base, Vision and Max. Where the Base scenario only take into account the direct effects of the facility such as salaries and 
building costs, while the Max scenario envision a future where the regional actors have taken the opportunities that the 
ESS gave them, and where the spinoff effects have been great. The Scenario Vision is somewhere in between, and might 
be seen as the most plausible one. 

There are several trends for the region as a whole laid out, one is that southern Sweden and the Copenhagen area are 
getting more and more interconnected, especially since the opening of the Öresund bridge. The growth in one side of the 
channel will therefore influence the other side quite a lot. The employment and population growth brought to the region 
will therefore be distributed between the two sides. The population growth forecasted in the region without the ESS is 
estimated to between 300 000- 490 000 new inhabitants in the region in the year 2045, added to the already 3.6 millions 
that live there already. Employment and economic growth have for the Swedish side been higher than the Swedish aver-
age for the last decade, and is thought to be at least in par with the Swedish national growth average in the coming dec-
ades.  The growth rates in Denmark is estimated to be roughly the same in the coming years, with a highly positive 
trend. This means that it is a net-expanding and attractive region already, even without the ESS installation.
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Summary

As commissioned by Region Skåne, PricewaterhouseCoopers 

(PwC) has carried out a study on the expected effects on regio-

nal development as a result of siting the ESS in Lund. The project 

has been jointly financed by Region Skåne, Malmö City, the Muni-

cipality of Lund, Helsingborg City and the County Administrative 

Board in the County of Skåne and EU’s regional fond.

The study has been carried out along two parallel tracks 

– one quantitative, the other qualitative. The former includes 

prognoses for growth in a number of selected sectors while the 

latter has its origins in an analysis of the world situation, a ques-

tionnaire, interviews and seminars that have resulted in a propo-

sal for a common view of how the ESS (together with MAX IV) 

affects the development of the region in a number of fields.

As we see the situation, the whole of the ESS and MAX IV 

process is completely in keeping with, and creates the content 

of, the visions, aims and strategies that apply to the whole of 

Skåne based on the objectives of the regional development pro-

gramme, growth, attractiveness, sustainability and balance.

The two tracks in the process are conditional on one 

another. The vision cannot be realised if the assumptions and 

measures that are indicated quantitatively do not occur and are 

implemented combined with a qualitative interactive process. The 

reasoning behind this is explained in figure 1. The assessments 

we make are given after this figure.

Summary      The report

VISION 2030
Society for Science – Science for Society

If this vision can be realised,  

something of which we are completely convinced,  

then it requires a creative imagination,  

a totally committed regional management and  

an interactive community that melds global opportunities  

with regional entrepreneurship!

Visions

5.1.2 Growth forecasts

The report sites the Swedish institute for Growth policy studies, that have examined the long term economic effects from 
investments on research infrastructure. They as well as the Copenhagen business school have conducted a report on 
what the siting of the ESS may result in terms of growth. Both institutions conclude that the direct effect may be negligi-
ble compared to the indirect effects that may happen if the sting leads to technical developments and high-tech business 
opportunities.11 They state however, that these effects are very difficult to forecast and measured, and are much depend-
ent on efficient regional innovation systems. Based on another report about the elasticity estimates for R&D and how it 
relates to the total productivity factor, it was estimated that the ESS will increase the R&D capital by one percent a year. 
Or 1 billion SEK added to the total of 96 Billion SEK invested in Swedish R&D each year. Translated to Total Factor Pro-
ductivity (TFP), this would mean an increase of 0,17 percent of TFP per annum.

There are however three phases that will influence in different ways, there is the pre-construction phase that will go on 
from 2008 to 2011 (current information, not in the report, have moved the end date for this to 2012). In this phase there 
might be a lot of economic activity concerning land acquisition in the area. The land around ESS will than become more 
valuable, and may trigger land purchases in the attractive area surrounding the site.

The second phase, the construction period, will go on from 2011 to 2018. This phase will be of much value to the region 
in terms of direct wages to construction workers, their secondary spending and so on. The building cost are estimated to 
13 Billion SEK, witch can be put into perspective where the gross regional product 2005 was 312 Billion SEK. Some of the 
money spent will not benefit the region since much equipment are bought in an international market, but around 30 per-
cent are estimated to be spent locally.

The long term effects, defined as 2018 to 2040 are much more difficult to quantify. The running costs each year for the 
facility will be in the order of 1 Billion SEK, which is substantial in respect to the Total national expenditure of 96 Billion 
SEK.12

Shown in figure 1 below, is the projected investments costs for the installation over time, where it levels out to around 
one Billion over time as the cost to fun the facility.
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Figure 5, Capital Spend on the ESS installation. Source: ”The ESS in Lund - its effect on regional development”, Ch 5.

In scenario Base they estimate that the ESS will raise around 700 jobs annually on the assumption that the employment 
cost  per person in skåne is 500 000 SEK. This means in 2040, 23 000 jobs will have been created in the region. That is 
without the spinoff effects included.

To get a glimpse of what the indirect effects of the installation may be, it might offer some insight to look at how LTH 
(Lunds faculty of engineering) and the IDEON science park, that have grown up around it as a spinoff effect, have inter-
acted. LTH was established in 1961, and has round 7000 students and 1400 people who are directly employed. The re-
search at the faculty has been rather successful with innovations such as bluetooth and ink-jet printers developed there. 
The turnover at LTH is about 1.3 Billion SEK.

IDEON Science park was set up in the proximity in 1983, with over 50 000 square meters of laboratory and office space. 
This area have expanded to today 100 000 square meters and the property companies that runs it plans to double this 
over the next ten years. Meaning over 10 000 square meters that needs to be built each year. The science park today em-
ploys around 3000 people, spread out over 250 companies. Over 700 companies have also had offices at IDEON but later 
moved out, and the survival rate has ben pretty high with only 4% of the companies who have closed down during the 
25 year history. 76 % of the companies have had contact with the University, with the remainder benefiting from the la-
bour supply produced there.13 

Table 1 shows the number of people employed at IDEON today and the average annual growth rate of the numbers of 
employed. It also shows the number of employed at companies associated to IDEON and their respective average 
growth in employment. 
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IDEON AND 
ASSOCIATED 

EMPLOYMENT

IDEON TODAY AVERAGE AN-
NUAL GROWTH 

IDEON

COMPANIES 
ASSOCIATED 
WITH IDEON

AVERAGE AN-
NUAL GROWTH 

ASSOCIATED

Total employed 3000 120 5916 308

Office space m^2 10 0000 4000 8006 253900

Table 1, Employment and Office space at IDEON. Source: ”The ESS in Lund - its effect on regional development”, Ch 5

5.1.3 Growth in the property market

The whole Skåne region have seen an upswing of both housing prices and the construction of new dwellings. In the 
years leading up from 2005 there have been on average of 4700 new dwellings constructed annually, and the ESS has 
been estimated to increase this with another 500 each year. Thus helping the region to come in par with its construction 
target of 5000 new dwellings per year. This upswing can be in part explained with the excellent economic performance in 
the region with rising prices, and the successful integration with Copenhagen. The reason for the extra 550 dwellings per 
year due to the ESS are explained with the estimate that the price per square meter for housing are expected to be 4 000 
SEK higher with the ESS, added to the 36 000 SEK that the average square meter are expected to cost in the year 2040. A 
report cited from the ”Infrastructure and Urban Development in the Öresund Region” or ÖRIB, estimate that in their 
baseline scenario there will be around 5400 dwellings constructed each year in the region, and in their scenario competi-
tive they raise this forecast to 8650 dwellings a year. As a backdrop of this, the ESS can be seen as having quite an impact 
considering that it’s such a small piece of the regional economy.

To estimate the distribution for these dwellings regional wise, it makes sense to look at how todays workers in Lund are 
distributed. This is shown in figure 3, below.

DWELLINGS DISTRIBUTION DISTRIBUTION FOR COM-
MUTING TO LUND

DISTRIBUTION FOR COM-
MUTING TO LUND

DISTRIBUTION  ACCORDING 
TO WHERE SONYERICSSON 

EMPLOYEES LIVE TODAY

DISTRIBUTION  ACCORDING 
TO WHERE SONYERICSSON 

EMPLOYEES LIVE TODAY

ABSOLUTE PERCENTAGE ABSOLUTE PERCENTAGE

LUND 250 50 % 150 30 %

MALMÖ 64 13 % 150 30 %

LOMMA/BjÄRRED 18 4 % 25 5 %

KÄVLINGE 29 6 % 25 5 %

HELSINGBORG 9 2 % 20 4 %

VELLINGE NA NA 20 4 %

REST 132 25 % 110 22 %

Table 2, Distribution of commuters to Lund. Source: ”The ESS in Lund - its effect on regional development”, Ch 6

They do not however conclude how the dwellings that are constructed due to the ESS will be distributed, they just give 
the above indication of how similar patterns are today.

5.1.4 The office market

In Lund the percentage of office workers comprises of around 28% of the total workforce, compared to 26% and 21% in 
Malmö and Helsingborg respectively. The annual increase in these three biggest cities in skåne, have averaged at 2370 
new office workers per year between 2000-2006. If it is assumed that each office worker need 20 square meters of office 
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space, this have added an additional 47 400 square meters of office space each year. If further assumed that about 50% of 
the new jobs created by the ESS will be conducted in offices, it means that the annual increase due to the ESS in office 
space will be around 7 200 additional square meters, or an increase of 15%. If estimated that 30% of this demand will be 
in Malmö, 50% in Lund and 20% in Helsingborg it breaks down the numbers to the following. Shown in figure 4.

OFFICE DEMAND LUND (50%) MALMÖ (30%) HELSINGBORG (20%)

Office space demand m^2 3600 2200 1400

Table 3, Estimated Distribution of office space demand. Source: ”The ESS in Lund - its effect on regional development”, Ch 6 

5.1.5 Hotels and meeting facilities

It is estimated that the ESS will contribute substantially to the demand for hotel beds as a result of visiting researcher and 
such.  There are 5000 neutron researchers in Europe today, and the new facility will have 22 instruments stations to work 
at. In addition to this, there will probably be technicians and engineers coming participate as well. Based on this an esti-
mated; 3000-4000 additional visitors will come to Lund each year, and they will need between 10 000 and 17 000 bed-
nights in hotel rooms. This can be put in perspective to the annual number of hotel bed-night sold in Lund that were 177 
000 in 2007, meaning that the ESS will increase the need for bed-nights of around 7%. There are already plans to alleviate 
some of this need by building a conference centre with adjacent hotel in close proximity to the ESS site at Brunnshög. 
Similar plans are under way at other parts of Lund, such as one adjacent to the big Industry Tetra Pak, as well as a new 
hotel in the city centre.14

5.1.6 Communications

The regions infrastructure is in general quite good. It is not believed that the siting of the ESS will influence the need for 
further expanding the infrastructure in the region in a big way, but instead lay out many of the already considered plans 
for improving the road and rail-networks. They also cite the Fehmarn bridge that will connect Copenhagen to Germany 
in closer way, as well as the need for an extra bridge between Sweden to Denmark at the Helsingborg-Helsingör site to 
alleviate the situation that are projected on the Malmö-Copenhagen bridge a few years form now. They also conclude 
that it is important to build out the public transportations system to have sustainable growth in the region where people 
can commute with a smaller impact on the environment.

5.1.7 Energy and Telecoms

Both these sectors are well developed in Skåne with no reason to believe that there will be insufficient supply of neither 
energy of network capacity. The ESS will however need a lot of power, around 40 MW, although  it is not seen as a prob-
lem on the supply part. There is further more a vision from the secretariat side that much of this power may be reused in 
form of district heating to the Lund area, around 25 MW, which would limit the environmental impact of the installation. 
On the telecom side, the ESS may well drive the need for more bandwidth and fibre optics since there is a need for dis-
tributing the information from the experiments worldwide in a secure manner. This as well as plans to process a lot of 
the data in Copenhagen, at a data management centre, will probably mean an increase in the demand for high speed 
information highways across the straits and intraregionally. The need for securing the information gathered and distrib-
uting it may also be driving force on the development of so called eScience, which may benefit companies supplying this 
research and services in the region. 

5.1.8 Public services

There is already an international school in Lund, as well as a private supplier of kindergarten services. If however the 
ESS will be sited in Lund (which is now the case) there are plans to start up a public kindergarten that can cater to eng-
lish speaking children as well, and there are already a bilingual Montessori kindergarten available. There are also plans 
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to expand one of the High schools in the area and to the double amount of students there, to cater the expected increase 
of international school youth following the ESS construction and the influx of scientists and their families.

5.1.9 International comparison

A look at other European facilities as well as the American Oak-ridge and Japans J-Park shows that in all the regions the 
research facilities are seen as a key component to attract smart people to cutting edge science. In the Oak ridge facility 
that are very similar to what the ESS will be, most of the staff are Europeans. Also in J-park seems to be a consensus that 
the facility is needed to reassure future competitiveness in a globalised world where attracting talented people are one of 
the key areas that governments should focus on to remain in the lead. There was also an investigation of science parks in 
Europe such as the Milton Park in  Oxfordshire and Minatech in Grenoble. Both these parks are seen as key components 
to the respective economies, but it seems very hard to measure the exact economic effects from spinoffs and the knowl-
edge created there. One concern in all countries seem to be that it is very hard to attract young people into the natural 
sciences, a qualified workforce that seem to getting scarcer in all of the developed world. The science facilities and sci-
ence parks are seen as a way to not just attract talents from abroad, but also to inspire young people to go into the natu-
ral sciences to alleviate some of the expected shortages.

5.1.10 Quantitative estimates of the economic effects from the ESS

The last part of the quantitative section in the report gives an estimate of how much the economic growth effects of the 
ESS might be in the region of Skåne. They have divided the assumptions into three scenarios with the ESS and one sce-
nario without, and gives a quantitative estimate for each of them. The results are presented in the table and graphs be-
low.

THE EFFECTS OF THE ESS  ON VARI-
OUS VARIABLES IN THE YEAR 2040

SCENARIO BASE 
WITHOUT THE ESS

SCENARIO BASE WITH 
ESS

SCENARIO BASE WITH 
ESS

SCENARIO BASE WITH 
ESS

THE EFFECTS OF THE ESS  ON VARI-
OUS VARIABLES IN THE YEAR 2040

SCENARIO BASE 
WITHOUT THE ESS

MIN VISION MAX

Annual Growth in GRP in % 2.00 0.01 0.08 0.12

Difference in GRP 2040 with ESS, Billion SEK 648 1 16 26

Accumulated higher GRP with ESS, Billion SEK 15500 35 214 302

Annual increase in number of employed 2200 63 700 1100

Difference in no. employed with ESS 62000 2000 23000 35000

Annual increase in demand for dwellings 5500 50 500 760

Increase in demand for office space - 600 7000 11500

Increase in hotel demand, bed-nights - - 13500 -

Table 4, Economic estimates for the ESS impact. Source: ”The ESS in Lund - its effect on regional development”, Ch 6

Figure 6 shows the estimated impact that the ESS will bring to the region, with three scenarios. Scenario Min only covers 
the direct effects of salaries and the investments made of the siting, scenario Vision includes spillover effects and the Max 
scenario is a more positive view than scenario Vision but with roughly the same premises. Figure 7 shows the Gross re-
gional product, and show the marginal effect in red how much extra economic output the ESS can bring to the region
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Figure 30. The development of GRP with time. Source: SCB, Region Skåne, ITPS, compiled by PricewaterhouseCoopers.

Figure 31. Skåne’s GRP in different cases. Source: SCB, Region Skåne, ITPS, compiled by PricewaterhouseCoopers.

Figure 6, Shows the three different economic scenarios of the ESS impact. Source: ”The ESS in Lund - its effect on regional development”, p 74.
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Figure 30. The development of GRP with time. Source: SCB, Region Skåne, ITPS, compiled by PricewaterhouseCoopers.

Figure 31. Skåne’s GRP in different cases. Source: SCB, Region Skåne, ITPS, compiled by PricewaterhouseCoopers.
Figure 7, Shows the estimate effect of the ESS with base scenario and scenario vision. Source: ”The ESS in Lund - its effect on regional development”, p 74.
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5.1.11 Qualitative

In the qualitative part of the report parallels with similar facilities that have been built around the globe are introduced. 
They state that the reason that many of these have been built have not only been due to a pure scientific need for it, but 
rather to act a springboard towards economic growth and to increase a regions attractiveness; to put the region on the 
map. The increasing competition on a global stage for talents and business opportunities give rise to the need for regions 
to show themselves being on the forefront of technology and opportunities, and one way to do this is to support and 
finance big research installations. These facilities are usually surrounded by business cluster that can take part and ex-
ploit the opportunities and research that takes place there. In Japan for instance where the J-park neutron source have 
been built, there is already a business cluster surrounding it that can do just this. And the Japanese government have 
stated as a condition for them to finance the facility, that at least 25% of the machine time must be given to industry for 
their applied R&D.

There are also parallels drawn to the ILL in france, where the facility have been sponsored by a number of countries, just 
as the ESS will be, in contrast to the J-park that is only financed by the Japanese. The problem with these type of facilities 
is that they can be a cut off from society, and become an International enclave that do not benefit the surrounding in a 
significant way. In order for the ESS to benefit the region as much as possible, there have to be an active regional innova-
tion system in place to make use of the opportunities that presents itself.

Another science facility with surrounding research park that are used as an example is the ISIS in England. It was built in 
1985 close proximity to Oxford University. Around it there is a large business park called Milton park, where thousands 
of workers are producing internationally competitive companies and innovations. The ISIS in this context is seen as a 
catalyst for this business cluster surrounding it, both in providing qualified labour and expertise to the region, but also 
as a monument that are putting Milton park on the map.

Other parts of the qualitative section in the report that lay out visions for the ESS, but they are largely speculative and 
does not so much say what the effect of the ESS will be, but rather what they wish them to be.

5.1.12 Analysis 

The report clearly states that the ESS will bring economic benefits in many forms to the region. Some of the data may be 
speculative, but it still hold substance since they refer to other installation as well as basing their data on other invest-
ments. There are however big differences in the three scenarios that are laid out, and there is also reason to be a bit scep-
tic since the report was produced before the decision to locate the ESS in Lund had taken place, and may be seen as a bit 
biased since the purpose of the report may have been to give a positive viewpoint of the whole project.

5.2 Assessing the Economic Impact of Science Centres on Their local Communities
This report that was made by the ASTC (Association of Science-Technology Centres) and thirteen individual science cen-
tres, is a study about the impact of a multitude of research installations around the globe, and have a part that concen-
trates on the economic impact of these. 

The main part of the study concerns museums and science centres, and not installations similar to the ESS. But some of 
the economic effects should however be applicable for both types of installations, since it’s in both cases a matter of pub-
lic investments with a scientific purpose.

In the report they divide the economic impacts into the following two, stated by the quote:

”Economic impact is made up of primary and secondary impacts:

Primary or direct economic impact refers to expenditure by the science centre itself, as in the first part of the state-
ment cited above, plus expenditure by those visitors to the science centre who come from outside the local region in 
order to visit the centre.
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Secondary economic impact is a combination of indirect and induced impacts.

Indirect economic impact refers to the fact that spending by the science centre and its audiences injects new money 
into the economy and stimulates the purchasing of goods and services to satisfy the needs of the science centre and its 
audiences. These are the ‘supplier’ effects.

Induced economic impact is the flow-on created by the combined effect of direct and indirect economic impacts. Larger  
total wages and increased organisational revenues are, in part, returned to the local economy through further ‘con-
sumption’ spending.”15

They also summarise the economic impact in a simple way:

”Science centres pay their employees, purchase supplies, contract for services, and acquire assets within the local 
community. These actions, in turn, support local jobs, create household income, and generate revenue to the local, 
state and federal governments.” 16

It’s relatively easy to look at what some of the direct economic impacts might be, just by looking at the salaries of the 
employees and the orders going to local suppliers from the facility. The other direct effect that is due to the influx of peo-
ple outside the region is a bit harder to measure and are estimated by looking at  the number of visitors from outside the 
region, how many of these who came due to the facility, how long they stay and the spending patterns of theses.

The secondary economic impact are estimated as larger, but not as easily measurable as the primary impact. It consists of 
multiplier effects on the local community, where suppliers of goods to the facility use their new input to buy from other 
suppliers, as well as employees purchase on the local market in successive waves that travels downstream into the econ-
omy. There are however much reservations on how to measure this, where some states that it may not be useful to try to 
calculate at all.17

Figure 8 shows a flow chart of how science centres impact its surroundings. 

Figure 8, Model of science centre impact. Source: Assessing the Economic impact of Science Centres on Their local Communities
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Besides this the report states a long list of other economic contributions that are of a less quantitative character, but that 
may have an positive indirect impact. A few of them are listed below:

• a redevelopment engine

• a leader in upgrading buildings and their operations to improve their performance—to reduce their energy use and their overall 
impact on the environment

• a tourist attraction in its own right

• a resource for science education, vocational guidance and training—providing, for example, student experiences both at the science 
centre and in the classroom, teacher development programs and materials, distance learning opportunities, virtual exhibits on the 
internet

• a partner with other organisations, including schools

• a reliable and trustworthy source of information

• a community asset for economic development, signalling that the community values science and mathematics

• a player in the transition from an industry-based economy to a knowledge-based economy

• the host of an incubator for new companies in the fields of information and computer technology, and the environment

• a facilitator of the transfer of innovation from research to new business activities

• a facilitator of technology transfer; for example, for the production of educational kits

• a supporter of teams of scientists involved in cutting-edge research, and a facilitator of interactions between the scientists and 
members of the public

• a provider of employment opportunities, particularly for students and other young people, including internships, vocational train-
ing, job guidance and start-up projects

• a source of opportunities for local businesses to promote their products and services through association with the science centre

• an organiser and host of cultural and educational events for the public, often in partnership with other community organisations

• Being a source of pride for the local community, a focus for generating pride in their region for local residents, resulting from the 
success and reputation of the science centre.18

5.2.1 Analysis 

The report states that the impacts of technology centres can be important for the local economy, and that the economic 
effects are much more than the direct economic impact. The rest of the report focuses on individual science centres and 
museums, where the economic impact of each are estimated. It is nothing however that can be generalised, and hence 
not be directly applicable to the ESS installation, but still offers valuable insights to what the impact on local communi-
ties of these kinds of public investments might be.

5.3 Big Science: Public investment in large scientific facilities

The British government has also put forward another report investigating the public investments in large science facili-
ties. The report that was published in 2007, states that since the year 2000, more than 860 million pounds have been allo-
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cated to the construction of 10 big research facilities. Another 270 million pounds have been earmarked for another five.  
The report does not focus directly on the economic impact of facilities, but touches on the subject on several occasions. 
They state that, Quote:

”The value of large facilities, in terms of expanding the scientific knowledge and economic benefits generated for the 
United Kingdom, will depend on selecting the best bids from research teams wishing to use the facilities, and on the 
effective exploitation of that knowledge by public policy makers and industry. Project teams have identified potential 
success factors for their facilities but, in most instances, these have not been specified in a way that would readily 
facilitate measurement” 19

One interesting aspect that they state is that there is not enough good research made on the subject of the economic im-
pact of the facilities, and they call for these kinds of studies to be made. Especially concerning spillover effects from the 
research. Quote:

”Little is known, in the UK or internationally, about the economic impact of hosting large scientific facilities. The 
Department and Research Councils should place greater emphasis on assessing both the immediate benefit to the local 
economy and the potential impact on the national pool of technical skills. The Department should track the economic 
impact of the current group of large-scale facilities and draw lessons for the development of future facilities20…..

...Local impacts, such as the effect on the local economy and local businesses during the construction phase are rea-
sonably straightforward to measure. It is more difficult to assess the longer term economic impact of a new facility: 
the science is by its nature uncertain and the economic benefits can be difficult to estimate. Internationally, there have  
been few evaluations of the extent to which advances in scientific knowledge supported by large facilities in general, 
or a particular large facility, are converted into commercial innovation, or the extent to which the benefit of that in-
novation accrues to the country where the facility is located.”21

They also states that the indicators used for evaluating the success of the facilities are not sufficiently measurable or as  
comprehensive as they should be. This makes it hard for policy makers and scientists to learn from previous experience 
at future facilities. They also call for more involvement of industry in the decision of what installations that are to be 
built, and the importance to be able to commercialise on the research that are made. Historically the British have not 
been good at exploiting the business opportunities given by research, but this is beginning to change. Comparing the top 
25 Universities in Britain and their business spinoffs to the United states gives a similar picture taking into account the 
relative size of the countries. This has had a lot to do with policy change, and the easing of patent applications and incen-
tives for scientists. Figure 9 shows data from the ISIS facility in Britain that are similar to the ESS. On the left how much 
machine-time is being conducted and how many publications that follow, where the factors seem to correlate.

Figure 9, Data on the ISIS facility, a British spallation facility similar to the ESS. Source: Big Science: Public investment in large scientific facilities
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Another point made is the importance of the installations to serve as a source of inspiration for the next generation of 
scientists. If properly integrated into the community and the educational system, as well as television it can be big im-
portance not measurable but still crucial for the future.22

5.3.1 Analysis

The report shows that intelligent policies are key to harvest the economic benefits that big science centres can bring to a 
region. There might therefore be useful for policymakers in Sweden to look at what these policies might be, and evaluate 
what best policies to implement around the ESS to make it as beneficial as possible. Another interesting point the report 
raises is that further research on spillover effects and benefits from large science installations are needed, and that there 
is a shortage of comprehensive reports on the subject.

5.4 University City Science Centre: An Engine of Economic Growth for Greater Philadelphia

This report was made for the the University City Science Centre by the Economy League of Greater Philadelphia in 2009, 
and examines the economic impact that the research park University City Science Centre (UCSC) have had on the greater 
Philadelphia region in the United States. It does not examine a particular research facility like the ESS, but since the ESS 
is to be built close to a research park and are expected to generate an extra boost to it, it is still relevant to the subject to 
examine the economic impact of a successful research park. 

The UCSC was established in 1963, containing labs, offices and incubators, it has since its creation spawned tens of thou-
sands of jobs as well as hundreds of millions in earnings and billions in increased output for the local economy. Over 350 
companies have moved out of the facilities to become mature companies, and of the 93 companies that currently resides 
there employs over 15 500 people. This employment opportunities are highly skilled, and well paid with an average 
wage of 89 000 USD annually per worker compared to the average regional salary of 55 000 USD, thus contributing a lot 
to tax revenues to the city of Philadelphia as well as the state of Pennsylvania with over 60 million USD each year. It is 
also estimated that each of these jobs supports an average of 1.68 more jobs in other sectors in the economy. The execu-
tive summary quote:

”Growing yesterday’s industrial manufacturing economy demanded roads, bridges, and rail to move goods and fin-
ished products. Growing today’s knowledge economy demands a new sort of infrastructure to bring together the ideas 
and people that drive innovation”23

The park have also strengthened inter-organisational relationships between Hospitals, Universities and a life science 
companies with its active participation.  This have helped the science centre to grow a life science cluster that now con-
tributes to over 15 % of the regional economy.  Since the founding of the UCSC there have been hundreds of other re-
search parks created across the United states to spur growth and development. Initially a lot of these were just real-estate 
endeavours that where catering to small startup companies, but over time they have evolved into to the business and job 
creators that they are recognised as today with a more active participation from the resident companies.

As a public investment endeavour a recent study have shown that compared to other infrastructure projects, they have 
paid off relatively well. Up to 20 times as much as traditional infrastructure projects such as roads and rail networks, or 
around 144-216 USD cost for each incubator job created, compared to around 2920-6872 USD for each construction re-
lated jobs. Below there are a few tables that are included in the report that can give a good indication of the economic 
impact of the research park. 24  
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The impact of UCSC consists not however just the direct economic impacts, it also has a symbolic value and gives the 
whole community an optimistic view about the future and the prospects for the region, and have acted as a lead star in 
encouraging local businesses to set up operations as well as attracting partners from the outside. The region have had an 
industrial tradition that dates back to the early 20th century, where rail and port facilities was the key economic infra-
structure needed for growth. The Science park marks a shift from this era to one where incubators and fiberoptic cables 
are as important as the old infrastructure, and the change into a knowledge based economy. 

The benefits of the science park for the community has been boiled down into a few last points in the report:

• To give advice, expertise, and services provided to nearby organisations(that may never actually lease space);

• Agglomeration effects generated when similar firms are located in close proximity;

• Creation of a local entrepreneurial culture;

• Expertise gained by serial entrepreneurs who, although their initial organisations may fail, use their expertise to start other or-
ganisations that become successful; and

• Philanthropic initiatives of successful entrepreneurs that benefit the community

The reports finally ends with the conclusion:

”Just as industrial infrastructure transformed 19th and 20th century Philadelphia, so too can a robust commerciali-
sation infrastructure now transform 21st century Philadelphia. The Science Centres' nearly half-century of service 
has already contributed tens of thousands of jobs, millions in tax revenues, and billions in output to the regional 
economy. Now, the Science Centre is in a unique position to build upon this foundation. Greater Philadelphia has the 
necessary assets for global competitiveness in the new knowledge economy. The ability to bring together these assets 
will be a key factor in driving economic growth. The Science Centres' synergistic resources make it a powerful engine 
for innovation- based economic development. Harnessing this power will ensure that Greater Philadelphia sustains 
its momentum and continues driving towards a world- class future.”25

5.4.1 Analysis

It seems from the report that the economic benefits from Science parks can be quite large, or even a crucial part of the 
infrastructure in the economy of tomorrow. An important point that were mentioned where the role increased wealth can 
have on philanthropic activities, that can lift up the local community to an even higher level. A factor that may be over-
looked, but that may have quite an impact on the social environment in a region.

5.5 A framework of industrial knowledge spillovers in big-science centres

Finnish and Swiss researchers have in a joint cooperation examined how big research centres can impact the economy 
through learning and cooperation activities, and produced a scientific paper on the subject. To come up with a theory of 
how these interactions may develop, they have produced case studies of three different companies that have acted as 
suppliers to the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN on the Swiss-French border region. This large installation itself, 
does not have much industrial value in a foreseeable future, and focuses on purely experimental research concerning 
elementary particles and concerns of how the Universe birth might have happened.  This does not mean however that 
the installation does not have an positive impact on industry and the economy that it interacts with. The reason for this is 
that the research centre can act as a catalyst and stable a demander of innovative goods and services, and can itself inter-
act and supply services to the supplier. One example of this is one of the three case studies, where a small startup nano-
technology firm got the order to build an advanced thermometer that did not need to be calibrated, and were not ef-
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fected by the harsh conditions (radiation and strong magnetic fields) that it were to be exposed to in the LHC environ-
ment. The nanotech-company itself was a spinoff from an university, and the idea was proven in the lab and in theory 
but had not been practically used anywhere. The LHC provided in this case a steady costumer, to sell the product to, and 
the nanotechnology firm also got access to the CERN facilities and labs to be able to conduct research and development. 
There was also heavy interaction between the company and the staff at CERN, who provided much needed knowledge 
and expertise to the development to the team. After more than seven years of collaboration, the company supplied their 
first batch of thermometers, and had built up competence and a finished product that they could thereafter deliver to 
other potential customers. 

What big science centres can supply to companies is, as in the example above, a stable customer and reliable partner that 
can bring the expertise needed to develop cutting edge innovations. Universities and science centres alike are usually 
also further in the forefront of technology and scientific discovery than the typical R&D departments at corporations. 
Companies that collaborate with them therefore find themselves at an advantage since they get access to cutting-edge 
research that are in the forefront of technological progress. Another important trait that the collaboration offers is the 
highly specialised workforce that are made available to the company at the science centre, who often consists of PHD 
and other highly educated staff that are in the forefront of technological knowhow and practice.

 Figure 10, Welding together the massive storage ring at the LHC at CERN. Source: www.eiroforum.org

Another advantage that the science centre can bring to its surrounding is its organisational know-how. A big difference 
between how Universities and Science centres are structured comes with the fact, that the Universities does not in gen-
eral have to abide to a tight time schedule, and the teams that conduct the research are usually smaller groups of people. 
Where as in the case of the Science centre, there can be hundreds of people working towards a single outcome, which 
implies that a much more advanced organisational system must be in place to cope with. The engineering skill needed to 
complete the challenge of building an installation are also immense, and sometimes brings forward disruptive innova-
tions and technologies that can have wider implications for society than just the original purpose that it was build for. 
The science installations are usually also public funded, and have to comply with a strict regulatory system of how it 
operates, in everything from how to conduct employment procedures to how quotations must be treated equally.
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This organisational know how and professionally can be of much usage if it rubs of into its surrounding and partners, 
raising the standard of organisational knowhow and business ethics. The interactions between suppliers and science 
centre can also spur further improvements in the organisation skills and technology.26

5.5.1 Analysis

The report goes through important aspects of how the science centre interact and benefit suppliers in the surrounding 
areas. It tries to lay out a framework for further studies on the subject. It emphasises the importance that the suppliers 
need to be as interwoven in the building process as possible, to reap as much benefit from the technological leap as they 
can. The report had the large hadron collider at CERN as their point of study, but the construction of the ESS facility may 
result in many of the same positive effects that are laid out in the report. There are however one crucial difference be-
tween the facilities that must not be forgotten, and that is that the work being conducted at the ESS when it’s finished 
will yield economic benefits and have direct industrial applications. This in contrast to the LHC where the work done 
there will foremost enrich the field of particle physics and our understanding of the universe. The ESS will probably 
therefore have similar effects on its surrounding as the LHC, but should be even more beneficial in the long run for the 
economy. 

5.6 City planning and the ESS

5.6.1 The local surroundings

The ESS will be built at a new part of the town of Lund called Lund North East (Lund NE) or Brunnshög. There are al-
ready well established plans for this area, with consulted private actors ready to build and a detailed city plan. The area 
will be an integrated part of the town and consist of 100 hectares of land, where 70% of the land dedicated to companies, 
university institutions, schools, shops, restaurants, hotels, and cultural premises, and the remainder 30 % will be dedi-
cated to housing of different sorts (single- and multi-family dwellings, student accommodation). This will make for be-
tween 2 000-3 000 residential housing units, and 15 000-20 000 employed in the area. The city planners wants the new 
part of the town to be a an integrated place, where people work, sleep, dine, and spend leisure time, in contrast to many 
other areas where housing and commercial districts are widely separated.27
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med hänsyn till rörelsehindrades behov. Orienterbar-
heten underlättas av att gatuhierarkin understryks av 
gatornas varierade gestaltning.

Alléträd väljs utifrån gaturummens mått. Genom 
val av olika trädslag i gatorna kan orienterbarheten 
förstärkas.

Planskilda korsningar med omgivande trafi kle-
der bör utformas som broar för gående och cyklister. 
Tunnlar undviks. Inom centrala Brunnshög utformas 
korsningar mellan gående och bilar i plan. Detta stäl-
ler krav på trafi ksäker utformning utan avkall på att-
raktiv utformning av de offentliga rummen.

Platser och torg ges en stadsmässig karaktär, som 
inbjuder till vistelse och möten. Ytmaterial, gatu-
möblering, belysning och vegetation ska hålla hög 
kvalitet som ger platsen en positiv identitet.

Parker och grönytor
Inom centrala Brunnshög utformas grönytorna som 
parker i stad – ”funktionsparker” med tydlig egen 
karaktär. I begreppet funktionspark ligger att parken 
kan innehålla serveringar, lekmöjligheter, plats för 
avkoppling. Det får gärna fi nnas ”miniparker” och 
platser t ex vid entréer eller korsningar utöver dem, 
som visas i ramprogrammet.

Parkstråken består av en kedja av parker, där par-
kerna ges olika identitet, karaktär och funktion Vat-
tenspeglar utgör ett speciellt och rogivande inslag. De 
gröna stråken som leder genom Brunnshög betonas så 
att de är lätta att följa genom området. I östra delen 
utgör det förplanterade parkstråket en grön lunga som 
tidigt kan tas i anspråk (se vidare i bilaga 4).

Dagvatten en tillgång
Omhändertagandet av dagvatten och vattenytor kräver 
särskild omsorg i Brunnshög dels på grund av topo-
grafi n och kapaciteten i omgivande dagvattensystem, 
dels på grund av kravet på hög kvalitet i gestaltningen 
av närmiljön. I områdets yttre delar föreslås naturlika 
eller parkbetonade fördröjningsdammar. I stadsmiljön 
krävs också utrymme för att fördröja vattenfl ödena. 
Här bör dessa utformas på ett sätt som är anpassat till 
den stadsmässiga miljön i övrigt och utnyttjas för att 
berika närmiljön.

Områdets topografi  innebär att det uppstår nivå-
skillnader, som måste ägnas särskild omsorg i de cen-
trala delarna. Terrasseringar och trappor kan utgöra 
ett positivt inslag, som givetvis måste kompletteras 
med acceptabla lösningar för rörelsehindrade (se vi-
dare bilaga 3).

Möjlighet till tillfälliga verksamheter
Det vore värdefullt för stadslivet och mångfalden om 
mark, som är avsedd för bebyggelse, men ännu inte 
tagits i anspråk, kan upplåtas för tillfälliga verksam-
heter. Ett villkor är då att sådana etableringar sker i 
kontrollerade former och uppfattas som ett positivt 
tillskott i stadsdelen. De utgör också en möjlighet 
att undvika händelsefattiga avsnitt i stadsmiljön i av-
vaktan på kommande utbyggnadsetapper. Även andra 
tillfälliga arrangemang såsom utställningstält, cirkus 
och tivoli kan här beredas plats.

Centrala gångtorget
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9. RAMPROGRAMMET OCH STADENS 
UTVECKLING I STORT
Whites förstudie 2005
I kapitel 1 refereras kortfattat till ”Förstudie för 
Brunnshög” 2005-03-01, utförd av White arkitekter 
på uppdrag av intressentgruppen för Brunnshög och 
Stadsbyggnadskontoret.

Intressentgruppen består av Lunds kommun samt 
de fem fastighetsbolag (Vasakronan, Ikano,Briggen, 
Skanska och NCC) som tecknat samarbetsavtal med 
kommunen för att i samverkan utveckla Brunns-
högsområdet. Avtalen baseras på markoptioner för 
respektive företag och gäller fram till utgången av 
2010. Arbetet leds av en politisk styrgrupp utsedd 
av kommunstyrelsen, Brunnshögsgruppen, som un-
der våren 2006 har utarbetat informationsmaterialet 
Lund NE.

Det var i intressentgruppen som behovet av en 
nyorientering växte fram hösten 2004 efter ett inspel 
av Henrik Haremst på White arkitekter. Tankarna ut-
vecklades i samarbete med Stadsbyggnadskontoret 
till ett uppdrag att utarbeta den förstudie som nämnts 
ovan. Förstudien lyfter fram en översiktlig men sam-
tidigt grundläggande analys av stadens utveckling via 
Brunnshög vidare åt nordost ut mot Odarslöv – ett 
perspektiv som inte har stöd i gällande översiktsplan 
Öpl-98, men å andra sidan inte heller står i uppenbar 
konfl ikt med densamma.

Förstudien tar upp ett tänkbart scenario (Vision 
Lund 2040) som innefattar en eventuell och inte pre-
ciserad placering av en ESS-anläggning, ett utvecklat 
spårsystem för lätt spårtrafi k med anslutning till Lun-
dalänken samt, inte minst den kvalitet som det öppna 
landskapet och området kring Kungsmarken utgör för 
en mera omfattande stadsutveckling åt nordost. Det 
bör understrykas att visionen inte är beroende av att 
ESS-anläggningen genomförs.

Förstudien överlämnades av Brunnshögsgruppen 
till Byggnadsnämnden för vidare handläggning, var-
efter Stadsbyggnadskontoret fi ck i uppdrag att ta fram 
det nu föreliggande ramprogrammet för Brunnshög.

Lund Science Village
Inom Stadsbyggnadskontoret har parallellt med för-
studien förts en diskussion om behovet av ett strate-
giskt förhållningssätt till stadens utveckling i stort. 
Viktiga förutsättningar för detta blev fullmäktiges an-
tagande av Värna och Vinna Staden som en fördjup-
ning av Öpl-98 hösten 2005 men också beslutet att 
Lund ska kandidera som europeisk kulturhuvudstad 
2014. Frågorna om hållbar stadsutveckling har sam-
tidigt kommit alltmer i fokus, inte bara ur ekologisk 
synpunkt utan också ur social och ekonomisk.

 Vad gäller den ekonomiska aspekten och Lunds 
ansvar för att bidraga till den regionala tillväxten 
har kontoret under fl era år försökt rikta kommunled-
ningens uppmärksamhet mot den förändrade konkur-
renssituation som råder i Öresundsregionen till följd 
av de mycket omfattande satsningarna i Malmö och 
Köpenhamn – i grunden politiskt framdrivna projekt 
för att stimulera privata följdinvesteringar i attraktiva 
lägen. Modellen är klassisk och mycket framgångsrik 
- men tillämpas inte i någon mera utvecklad form i 
Lund jämfört med konkurrenterna Malmö och Kö-
penhamn.    

I ett försök att sammanfatta dessa planeringsförut-
sättningar och samtidigt lägga fram ett underlag för 
fortsatta politiska diskussioner om stadens fortsatta 
utveckling, har Stadsbyggnadskontoret utarbetat rap-

Sölvegatan med framtida spårtrafi k under Autostra-
dan (Förstudie White 2005)

 Figure 11, Visions for the new part of Lund. Source: Sketches from the information leaflet from Lunds municipality, concerning the Brunnshög area. 

In the south of this area, called ”The highest point” there are plans for a conference and hotel building overlooking a 
local square with a wide view stretching from Lund to the iconic Öresund bridge and Turning Torso in Malmö. This cen-
tre will be a easy recognisable landmark in the area, with an characteristic architecture, and a local  park right next to it.  
The square will house shops, restaurants and have the local light-rail station that are also planned for the area. This as 
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well as an adjacent science centre, or technology centre for the pubic will make it the natural meeting point for both peo-
ple that visit and reside in the area. According to building plans, this area should be finished by the year 2015.28 

The light rail line will be a shuttle service from the central railway station in Lund up to Lund NE and the ESS, and have 
stations along the way at the IDEON science park and the Lund University among some. Making for easy transport and 
connection to the town centre. If everything runs on schedule, the link should be in service as early as 2014. There are 
also further plans to extend this line to nearby villages at a later stage. 

The city planners have also called for this new part of town to be sustainable, and have recently been granted 1.8 M SEK 
from the Delegation for sustainable cities to aid in this endeavour. There are eight points that they have laid out shape 
this vision are:

• The connected town

• The town with the good building

• The town as a power-plant

• Intelligent material recycling

• The bicycle and strolling town

• The green-blue town

• It for a sustainable urban lifestyle

• Social life and meeting-places

The vision is that the new part of the city will be a sustainable and pleasant place to live in, and that it will act as a role 
model for cities and towns around the globe to follow.29

There have already been interest in this are from actors both inside the region and beyond. There are requests from other 
Universities in Sweden to set up local branches, such as from the Engineering school Chalmers in Gothenburg and the 
other big university city in sweden, Uppsala. This because they want to be close to the research being made at the new 
facilities, and have their own researchers doing science there in the future. It is expected that similar requests from Uni-
versities abroad will come in the future for the same reasons. There have also been an increase in interest from abroad for 
financing the construction of the new science park, where much of the new companies hopefully will spring into being.30

   
Figure 12, Visionary drawing of IDEON gateway, and the area as it looks today with the IDEON area marked out. Source IDEON and IDEON Gateway web-

pages

Right next to the new Lund NE, the science park IDEON already resides with surrounding company-hotels and other 
large companies offices such as Ericsson and Gambro. The IDEON science park today consists of over 110 000 square 
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meters of office space and laboratory facilities, and there are currently a lot more demand than the facilities can cater to. 
Because the insufficient supply there are plans to expand IDEON and its facilities with over a doubling of the office 
space in the coming years, and these plans were made before the decision to place ESS in Lund had taken place. Since it 
was decided, IDEON have seen an upswing in the already strong demand trend with many international companies 
already asking for office space in the region. To cater for this, there are plans to make science park more compact, with 
the large open parking being replaced by indoor car-parks and new offices31, but there will also be an expansion of the 
area with the most notable example being the IDEON Gateway building. This new office space will comprise of a rather 
tall building of European standards, one of tallest in Lund with its 18 stories, and characteristic architecture that will 
define IDEON and the surrounding as a landmark. It will comprise of 13 000 square meters of new office space, but will 
also house services that the rest of IDEON have use for such as conference centres, cafés, restaurants, boutiques and a 
even skybar with similar kind of view that the conference centre at the Lund NE site boasts with. This will make it the 
natural meeting place for all people that work in the area, and can with its close proximity to the Lund faculty of engi-
neering, and the School of Economics be a place where entrepreneurs meet and create the jobs and companies of 
tomorrow.32 

Lund itself is one of two big University town in Sweden and consists of around 100 000 inhabitants, where the students 
comprising about a third of them. The University was 2009 ranked as the best in Sweden at Medicine, technical and 
natural sciences by the independent ranking agency Urank33, and therefor attracts people from all over Sweden as well 
as international students. This have made Lund into a melting pot of culture, and making it easier for companies to get 
the talents needed for advanced applications. For this reason several big companies have large operations in the area 
such as Alfa Laval, Sony Ericsson, Gambro and up until recently Astrazeneca.

5.6.2 Larger region, and infrastructure

The larger region comprises of Copenhagen and the county of Skane in Sweden. Since the opening of the Öresund bridge 
there have been increased commerce over the straits, and a large number of people commute everyday from the swedish 
side to Copenhagen, taking advantage from the higher salaries in Denmark as well as the the lower prices of housing in 
Sweden. Many Universities resides in the area, and whole region ranks among the foremost in Europe when measuring 
the number of scientific papers produced each year. This have had its imprint on industry as well, with 60 % of the nor-
dic Biotech workforce that resides in the area.

There are plans for new infrastructure being built, two bridges in particular, one over the Danish-German straits called 
The Fehmarn belt bridge, and another one over the Swedish-Danish straits at Helsingborg-Helsingör. The Fehmarn belt 
bridge that will be finished 2018, is hoped to integrate the Öresund region with the Greater Hamburg region in an infor-
mation corridor that stretches from the continent towards Scandinavia. It is not yet certain when the bridge over the 
Danish-Swedish straits will be built, but since the Öresund Bridge is reaching maximum capacity in the coming years 
another crossing will be necessary. The government of Sweden stated in 2010 that it might be necessary to build another  
bridge with the quote that: 

”The Oresund region is one of northern Europes most dynamic growth regions, and the need for transports will only 
grow. The Öresund Bridge have been a success, but it wont be enough in the long run”34

There are also plans for an upgrade of the infrastructure in terms of railway and roads on the Swedish side, some in the 
conjunction with the ESS that might need an extra exit from the highway that passes by it.
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Figure 13, The ÖresundRegion with iconic landmarks. Sources: Turning Torso from www.pro.se, Map from www.idk.dk, Öresund Bridge Free liecesing. 

5.6.3 Analysis:

It seems as the location of the ESS in some areas have already made an impact of Lund and its surrounding. But espe-
cially locally, around the facility with the new part of Town being built, and at IDEON where they at both places already 
have requests nationally and abroad for office space and the will to set up branches. This can bee seen as one early effect 
of agglomeration in the region, where these new branches will make it even more attractive for others to set up opera-
tions in the region. It is also clear that the town planners expect that the ESS and MAX-lab IV will bring job opportunities 
to the region.
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6. INTERVIEWS
6.1 Setup

The interviews were set up in a similar manner, where the interviewed persons were asked a number of preset questions, 
and were in the encouraged to talk rather freely in between, a semi-structured interview. The questions where roughly 
similar to all the IPs (Interviewed persons), but differed somewhat to better fit the organisation that they represented. A 
sample of the questions are presented in Appendix A1.

6.2 Scope
Local players that might have had information or opinions on the ESS and how it may affect the region have been inter-
viewed. The organisations are:

LTH and Lund University: Lunds Technical college. Different people in the organisation with different insight and role 
such as professors and higher administrative personal, were asked what they thought that the ESS would mean for the 
University, and LTH. As well as thoughts on the the regional impact.

Invest in Skåne: A local investments initiative, that has as a goal to attract foreign direct investment to the region. Lead-
ers in charge with a vital role concerning the ESS were interviewed.

Region Skane: The county authority, provided a lot of information concerning infrastructure and initiatives to reap the 
benefits that the ESS might bring. Interviewed a person who worked with the establishment of the ESS for the organisa-
tion.

Research Policy Institute: A part of Lund university, have investigated the role of big research installations. And gave a 
political viewpoint on the project. A Ph.D that were well informed and conducted research of similar themes were inter-
viewed.

Astrazeneca: One of the big Biotech companies in Lund, recently decided to shut down their operations in Lund. Were 
asked about the role for their company in the future at the ESS facility. As well as the general question about the regional 
impact. Interviewed one of the persons responsible for the Lund site operations.

Economic Geography department, Lund University: Senior professor with good insight was asked about the economic 
impact that IP thought that the ESS facility would bring to Lund and the region, and what kind of effects that would be 
expected. Also a larger discussion about agglomeration and clustering, as well an insight in why Sweden got the ESS.

IDEON: The Science park IDEON, Interviewed leading character in the organisation responsible for strategy and future 
expansion. Where asked how IDEON worked with ESS, and what IP expected the impact to be. As well as the impor-
tance of science parks as an engine for growth.

 

6.3 Results

All the interviewed persons were asked about the impact that they thought that the ESS would have on the region. 
Among the interviewed persons there were a clear consensus that the ESS would bring benefits to the region, and was 
generally seen as a positive thing, there were however big differences between them of how much they thought the esti-
mated impact of the installation would be. A general trend was that the interviewed persons from the organisations di-
rectly involved in getting the ESS to Lund were a lot more optimistic about the prospects for regional growth and inter-
national investments in the area than other organisations. 
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The most sceptic were the ones interviewed at LTH, who thought that although the installation would bring benefits to 
the region, it would be limited and they did not think that big companies would locate in the region as a result of it. They 
meant that the science that would be conducted there would mostly be basic research, and that not many companies 
would have expertise of even use for it in their research. They gave an example of how companies interacted with with 
LTH, where they were only contacted by industry in smaller projects when they had a problem of some sort that they 
could not solve by themselves. If the same kind of interaction would occur with the ESS, it would be much limited and 
not a big part of the beam time would be devoted to it. They did think however that the facility could bring spinoff ef-
fects and start up companies as a result of the research made there, and they also thought that it would be an important 
icon for the region and also in international science circles, where the LTH would benefit as well as gaining higher status 
and stature as a centre for science and research. It could also mean that it would be easier to recruit top scientists as well 
as international students to the LTH and the university, and become a boost to the nano-science research conducted at 
LTH.

There were also some scepticism of how well the money really were spent, with some of the equipment at LTH already 
today had a spatial resolution that were higher than the ESS. They admitted however that there were a few things that 
the ESS would be able to do that the current instruments could not, such as looking at materials without having to pre-
pare them for the scan (and thus changing them), to look at living cells, and materials containing both heavy and light 
elements.  They did not think that LTH and the ESS would have such a close relationship many others hoped for, and 
that the ESS would be a pretty enclosed and isolated part locally. There was however differences between the professors 
over the extension of this isolation, where one thought that there might well be people working at the ESS with Professor 
posts at LTH, and that there might be some interaction. An interesting part was that one of the professor believed that 
the establishment of the ESS would probably mean a new engineering track, a new program that would be devoted to 
material research and biology with a special focus on how to use spallation. It was also believed that the ESS would be a 
boost and a buildup of the Nanometer-consortium in Lund, as well as an influx of material research companies.

Figure 14, Lund University. Source: Anton Holmquist, Creative common licence

The IP at the administration of the University thought that the ESS would raise the status of the University, and make it eas-
ier to recruit world leading researchers. The interviewed emphasised the importance of building bridges from the Uni-
versity to the ESS, in order for the University to benefit from the establishment. If they were not successful in this, the IP 
believed that other Universities whom set up branches in Lund would outcompete them in recruiting the skilled labour. 
These bridges have already started to form, with the ESS secretariat director Colin Carlile had been given a professor seat 
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at the University for instance. But further efforts needed to be made, even though the timeframe for the facilities comple-
tion lies almost a decade away, they felt that they must start now and plan ahead of build more bridges between the 
partners. The interviewed also talked about the importance of the MAX-Lab facility that will lie in conjunction to the 
ESS, but would be open for operation a lot sooner. IP recognised that Sweden in general, and Lund in particular had a 
world leading expertise in synchrotron light facilities such as MAX-lab, but that they did not have the same international 
stature in spallation sources. The interviewed therefore felt that they now had to build up this new expertise by getting 
world class scientists to the University, and also set up educational programs for students and post docs that catered to 
the new field, and maybe had hands on training at the facility itself. This was something that they already had in Lund at 
MAX-lab III, and they want to have a similar setup with the ESS in the Future. IP did not know of any other big facility 
being considered for the moment in Lund beside MAX-lab IV and the ESS, but thought that smaller facilities and re-
search labs like the nanometer laboratory might be built in increasing numbers because of the facilities. What was em-
phasised although were the other science centres being build in Hamburg, such as PETRA and the XFEL, that would 
strengthen the science corridor stretching from Northern Germany to Sweden and Norway, and that these would raise 
the regional advantage and perhaps lay the groundwork for even more science investments in the future. 

As an end quote, one of the LTH scientists interviewed believed that the local sausage and fast-food vendor around the 
corner could well be one of the biggest beneficiaries in the region. This since it was the only one close by that offered 
food 24 hours a day, and scientists were creatures that saw time as relative, especially regarding earthly concepts such as 
day and night, while conducting their experiments.

The Invest in Skåne and Region Skåne, were much more positive to the affects that the installation would bring. Invest in 
skåne had already used the ESS as a marketing tool internationally to show off the region as a hub for science and cut-
ting edge industries, to attract international companies to the region. They had already attracted the large Chinese ICT 
company Huawei (The main competitor to Ericsson that already resides in the Lund), and had a few other large Interna-
tional corporations that were looking into the possibility to put up operations in the region. This could not be directly 
attributed to the ESS of course, but it was rather part of a larger web of attractive resources that resided in the region, 
such as the well educated workforce and infrastructure. Furthermore they believed that companies that needed spalla-
tion sources to conduct their research and now did this at the current neutron sources, would now have incentives to 
move some or all of their operations to Lund instead since it offered a superior source for many experiments.  They al-
ready had a number events planned such as a road show in Germany, and a special venue at the Shanghai world Expo in 
the spring of 2010. They expected to show of the ESS at these venues, not so much as the reason to invest in the region, 
but rather as an symbol and indicator of the region attractiveness that it were really competitive in a European perspec-
tive since it beat other regions for the location. 

Region Skåne also had a positive view of what the facility might bring to the region. The organisation had been involved 
in the creation of the report from PricewaterhouseCoopers, so much of the information provided were already available 
in the study. What the interviewed said however was that although they had now got the ESS in Lund, the organisation 
did not see their job as done at all. IP believed that the positive economic effects of the ESS was very much dependent on 
how well it managed to market and integrate it into the regional innovation system. Meaning that if region Skåne were 
successful in informing the local companies and public about the opportunities that the facility can bring to them, as well 
as provide sufficient infrastructure (both physical and intellectual), the benefits to the region could be a lot greater than if 
they just sat back and hoped that the facility would bring economic prosperity by itself. IP were therefore involved in 
initiatives to do just this, and were informing local enterprises of how they could be part of the ESS and regional success.

The research policy institute IP were well aware of the ESS , and also had a lot of information about similar facilities. The 
interviewed persons view of the facility and the benefits it could bring was perhaps bit more critical than the other re-
spondents. IP believed that the facility could well give advantages to the region, such as the direct investments itself and 
the effects downstream in the economy; for hotels, restaurants, barbers and such. The other spillover effects in terms of 
technology would be much dependent on how good the regional players were at exploiting the opportunities that the 
facility would bring. The interviewed furthermore said that the whole investment could well be a disaster if not well 
managed professionally, and pointed to other projects around the globe that had gone down this path but at the end res-
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cued from disaster by government intervention. One important point IP made was that the project plan must have a fi-
nancial post that dealt with uncertainties and new events that could come up well into the building process, and that 
actors in charge must be able to change the plan accordingly. An installation in Germany was mentioned as an example, 
where a large research facility was to be built. It focused mainly on material physicists and chemists as its main user 
groups, and only had one research station dedicated to biology where the users had to co-shared the instrument with the 
chemists. Well into the projects was underway, new development made it evident that biology was expanding and reach-
ing into the field big time, and that they could have much more use for the installation than just one co-shared research 
post. For this reason the design team changed the layout of the facility, and in the end constructed five instruments for 
biological purposes. The aftermath is that the installation is today a world leader in biological research, and biology have 
proven to be an important field in economic growth and innovation as well, with everything  from advanced pharma-
ceuticals to bio-mimicry. This example made it clear that the ESS secretariat needs to be open to new developments in the 
scientific field as it builds the facility, if it wants it to become a world class science centre.  

Another important point raised by the IP at the research policy institute was that what usually makes a research facility 
useful or not, in many cases comes down to pure resources. As in the indicated example above shows, an extra budget 
post that are dedicated to the unforeseen, can be vital to ensure the success of the project. It may also not be very good 
for the facility to save in on necessities, and the more money it get at its disposal, the better it have usually worked at 
other research facilities. This is however nothing that the ESS secretariat can do anything about by themselves, but rather  
something that policymakers and the owners (the paying states of europe) should think about. 

IP thought that the regional actors were doing pretty good in preparing for the ESS, which could be seen as an early indi-
cation of success for the build. They did however raise an important point, giving California as an example where an 
installation had been built and become successful in attracting talented people to the region. The point IP made, were 
that the reason for the influx of people had at least as much to do with the nice weather in california, and the proximity 
to Silicon Valley, as the quality of the actual facility. Implying that even if the ESS becomes a world class material science 
station, it is just one of the factors for talented people, when deciding weather to stay in the region or not.

Astrazeneca where asked if they thought that they would have use for the ESS in the future for their research. The inter-
viewed said that they did not now use neutron spallation in their research even though it was available globally, and that 
they preferred and had a close partnership with the synchrotron light facility MAX-Lab for the time being. IP believed 
that this partnership would continue in the future with the new MAX-Lab IV (built next to the ESS). The interviewed 
person did however think that the ESS technology seemed very interesting for the future, since it offered a way for them 
to look at how cells respond to medicines in real time without destroying them, and that it might be a very important 
tool in the future. The problem was that since the ESS won’t be fully up and running in more than a decade with prob-
able much development in the medical industry up until than, so it was hard for them to say specifically what they 
might use it for. 

The interviewed did not think that the ESS location in Lund would influence their decision on where to have operations 
in the future in any greater degree, and they clearly said that it had not been taken into a factor in the recent decision to 
shut down their operations in Lund. IP clarified by saying that it did not mean that they would not use the facility, but 
rather that they did not need to be in close proximity to be able to use it. Instead they could send their researchers to the 
facility when they needed to use it, or just sponsor projects on site. IP were also confident that much of the ground re-
search being done at the facility could well be used by the company, as it always tries make use of new discoveries being 
made in the life science field. The interviewed also thought that the facility might be very important for Lund, and mean 
a lot for the region both as an icon and for local businesses. But emphasised that it all depended on how good the region 
was to integrate the facility into the innovation system, weather or not it was to have a big impact.

The Economic Geography department IP had been putting forward reports on the ESS and the reason for putting it in Lund 
for European policy makers before the decision on the site had taken place. The interviewed believed that the main eco-
nomic benefits for Lund would be in the direct economic form and the trickle down effects. Meaning that the 500 people 
working there and the visiting researchers and their salaries would be the main benefit to the region. They would in turn 
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use their money in the region and multiply the economic effect by around five times,  if the system would behave as data 
from other sites have indicated. IP also thought that companies might be created as spin-offs from the research, but that 
it not necessary meant that these spin-off companies would locate in the region around Lund. The same reasoning went 
for large corporations that needed to use the facility, they might not need to have branches in the region to do this, but 
could rather come and use it whenever the liked from another location. What could happen though, was that large cor-
porations would move close to the ESS just to be near the qualified labour pool that were ”produced” there. This could 
be seen at other sites around the globe, where branches were set up where the talents were, if talent could be attracted 
that is. The ESS is only one of a myriad of reasons that a person might consider moving to Lund or its surrounding, and 
other factors such as the generous welfare state privileges for maternity leave, and the quality of living in the region 
might be as, or even more important than that the ESS provided a world class research facility to work at. 

Figure 15, IKDC, (Ingvar Kamprads Design Centre) lying between LTH and IDEON Science park. Source: Fluff, Creative common licence

The interviewed further believed that the ESS would raise the status of the University in Lund, and hence the ability for 
them to attract world class scientists and students. IP also thought that the University would start up new programs ca-
tering to spallation, and that it might be an opportunity for educational training for the small elite workforce in the area.

One especially interesting point that the interviewed raised, was that the benefits from the facility was not something 
universally agreed on. The reason that Germany did not opt of the facility (initially interested, but later reconsidered) 
was that the German scientific board were not certain that this technology was something that they needed ten years 
from now ( when it would be up and running), and that the money dedicated to it could be wiser spent somewhere else 
in science. Other scientists in Sweden agreed on this, and were afraid that it would drain away resources from other 
fields where Sweden had a comparative advantage, something they currently not have internationally on spallation sci-
ence. 

As a last remark IP said that one of the most important uses for the facility could be, not the science made there, but as an 
icon, a visible sign for optimism and future prospects in the region, just as the Öresund bridge. The benefits from incom-
ing talents and other things where believed to be much in the hands of the regional actors, and that it was up to them to 
build the infrastructure and institutions needed to reap as much benefits form the ESS as possible.

The interviewed at IDEON thought that the ESS would be very beneficial for the region and that it would definitely 
mean that more companies would be attracted, and set up operations in its proximity. It would also be easier to get ven-
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ture capital to the companies that currently resided at the science park, with the ESS acting as an beacon for investors. 
The companies would both be attracted by the influx of talented people to the installation, and the direct economic ef-
fects that will trickle down from the facility. For IDEON itself, it would no doubt mean an expansion of its operations 
due to the ESS, and they did think that they would not expand as aggressively if the ESS would not have been located in 
Lund. IDEON have had plans for acquiring new real-estate next to the the facility, but was currently considering to use 
the Astrazeneca site instead, since it is to be abandoned in the near future. The plans for building new offices at the 
Brunnshög site was therefore on hold. The organisation did however have other plans for the current IDEON area, mak-
ing the area more densely populated with companies, as well as making it more living part of town with restaurants and 
residential accommodation. As an end quote, the interviewed believed that the ESS would mean a lot for the City of 
Lund in the long run, but emphasised that it would not be finished for another decade, and the effects would most easily 
be visible 40 years from now, looking back and seeing what it have meant for the region.
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7. ANALYSIS
7.1 Literature

There seems to be a consensus at least within the literature, that science centres such as the ESS do matter in terms of 
getting agglomerative effects to a region. There are however differences in how much, and what they believe this effect 
might be. It seems in the studies concerning science parks, that the science centre cannot itself bring growth to the region 
in any great quantity, but needs to be in conjunction with a nearby science park to be able to reap the benefits that it pro-
vides. The studies also shows the importance of having efficient policies in place to do just this, this was especially evi-
dent in the British report, where if was a big difference before and now how well the economy absorbed science from 
ground research and converted it into useful innovations. The scientific report on spillover effects showed how some of 
this effects play out in the real world, and it is not unlikely that similar effects will be seen when the ESS is being built 
built, and afterwards. It is very important although that the secretariat and the involved actors are aware of how the eco-
nomic benefits during the build phase can be harvested. If they do, it can bring new startup companies from spinoff re-
search already during the building phase when they try to solve the numerous problem that lies before them. They must 
also make sure to have close contact with their suppliers, and get them as interwoven as possible in order to get the latest 
science out to market through these channels.

What many of the reports clearly states is that policy decisions matter; that intelligent policies such as the ones in Great 
Britain can make a big difference in how many new startups you can get from a research facility. Local actors should 
therefore look into what the effects have been at other installations, emulate the successful policies and try to avoid the 
ones that seemed to have a negative effect. The problem seems to be, as raised in the report from Britain, that insufficient 
research have been made on the subject of spillover effects from large research installations, which currently makes it 
hard carry out good decision making since there is no good material to base it on. To alleviate the problem, the ESS could 
partner up with a University to sponsor such research. If a comprehensive study would be done on this, it would make it 
easier for the ESS to put policies in place to be as beneficial as possible for all involved actors, and it would also give the 
international community a well needed report that they can base further policies at other installations on in the future.

The reports from ASTC: ”Effects from Science Centres on Their local Communities”, shows that the greatest benefits 
from the facility is not the direct effects from the science centre itself, but rather what can be built up around it. The im-
portance of using the ESS as an Icon and a tourist attraction just as CERN does, must not be underestimated. Building 
the planned science centre at Lund NE may be a first step towards this, if it houses exhibitions and information about the 
ESS just as a museum. Guided tours around the ESS might also be a good thing, as long as they are non intrusive for the 
scientists working there. This might also help with another urgent goal that some of the reports mentioned, that was to 
make people more interested in science. Especially the young and try to get them into the natural sciences and engineer-
ing programs in the longer run, something crucial for long term economic prosperity, and a rising problem in the whole 
western world. To have schoolchildren from all over the region to come to the facility for guided tours might seem as a 
trivial in the context. But in the long run, the external effects that it might have on the attitude towards science and the 
ESS in the region might turn out to be one of the most important effects the installation can bring. It would also raise the 
awareness in the whole region about what the ESS is, and a sense of pride that can rub off as business confidence and 
investments and future jobs.

The Philadelphia report shows how these future jobs can come to be, with the effects on the regional economy science 
parks can have. There is already a science park adjacent to where the ESS will be built, and it is not hard to imagine that  
it would get an extra boost to an already quite successful park. The report indicated that the science park in Philadelphia 
have had external positive effects for the whole region, and created jobs in many other sectors not directly connected to 
it. If this holds true for the Lund region as well, and the ESS would bring an extra injection to the system it would defi-
nitely mean that the region in the long run can benefit quite a bit from the siting. It al seems to depend on however, how 
well the regional actors are in catering the opportunities posed. It seems though from the articles about the surrounding 
area, and the plans from the city of Lund that they seem to be quite prepared, and have already planned much of the 
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new part of town with a futuristic sustainable vision of it. This bodes well for the project, and might give an early indica-
tion that the ESS is proving economic benefits to the region. It is however hard to conclude that these projects would not 
have gone through anyway, and to say that it is sole due to the ESS would not be accurate. But some of the effects can, 
such as the request from other Universities for setting up branches close to the facility, and many of the other plans will 
certainly not suffer from the siting and will probably make them happen faster.

7.2 Interviews

The interviews gave a fairly large spectra of opinions on the subject. Some of the interviewed were rather certain that 
companies would settle down in the the region to use the ESS instruments. AstraZeneca however said that they did not 
think that this was something that companies such as themselves would do, where the located had to do with other fac-
tors and if they wanted to use the ESS for some experiments. They could just send persons there when they needed to 
anyway, or sponsor the researchers already on site. This opinion was shared by a few other interviewees, and I believe 
that this is probably the case, despite that a few said otherwise. An LTH professor gave an insight of how their coopera-
tion with industry were conducted; they were contacted a few times a year, and only when there was a problem, and 
were pretty much left to themselves to figure it out (for compensations of course). If this is the case, there would be no 
reason for industry to locate near the facility, they could just contact the ESS staff whenever they would need help with 
looking into a sample, or something else. It would also be hard for companies to employ staff in house, that were confi-
dent in using the ESS instruments since they would not have much to train on. AstraZeneca and their current coopera-
tion with with MAX-Lab might be a reasonable model for how the interaction will look like between industry and the 
facility.

This said, there might however be other reasons why companies would like to locate near the ESS, such as the large pool 
of qualified labour that will be housed and educated there. This resource of talent is a scarce resource, and for the same 
reason that industry wants to cluster around Universities, they might choose to locate in the proximity to the ESS as well.

The actors in the region seem to agree on that they need to act in order to get as much benefit out from the ESS as possi-
ble. This insight bodes well for the economic prospects, and it seem like at least some actors are working actively on get-
ting their plans into action. At the LTH staff, there seem to be a gap although, and a little bit of scepticism of how the 
cooperation will look like with the ESS. This is something that the administration at the University need to do something 
about, and make sure that the ESS will be well integrated into the technical faculty with co-shared employment oppor-
tunities working half time at either institution. To do this they need to get the LTH staff involved, and feel that they are a 
part of it and not sidestepped by some big installation that will steal their place in the sun.

Many of the interviewed emphasised the importance of the ESS as an icon for the region to be proud about, and some-
thing to show off abroad to attract direct investments and talents. One important point  however that some mentioned, 
was that the ESS will not be the sole reason for anyone to move to region, it will be weighed in but the myriad of other 
factors such as weather, quality of living, housing etc will be of equal importance. The ambassadors of the region need to 
be aware of this, and to equally promote the ESS as the generous maternity leave laws in Sweden, the long paid vacation, 
free University education, the IDEON science park, among some. This information should be put forward to interna-
tional scientists, as well as to private companies who are considering to relocating to the region, and should be contained 
in leaflets, facts sheets etc.  Just as Berkeley does not only show off its labs, they also market the quality of living in Cali-
fornia, the sunny weather and Silicon valley as attractive reasons for moving there. To make it even more attractive, and 
easy to move to Lund the promised multilingual daycare centres and schools must be materialised soon, many of the 
researchers that consider the region are probably in their early carrier, and children welfare quality might be an impor-
tant part of their decision.
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7.3 Clustering effects

There already seem to be cluster effects taking place in the region, and it is reasonable to believe that these tendencies can 
only be reinforced with the siting of the ESS in the region. It seems that the construction will bring in suppliers to the 
region, making it more attractive for companies that need the same kind of supplies as the ESS. The suppliers to the facil-
ity will in turn need their own suppliers, making it beneficial for similar companies to set up their operations in the re-
gion. There already seem to be interest from Universities from outside the region to set up branches in close proximity to 
the ESS, which will only add to the labour pool of talented people and increase incitements for clustering. There will 
furthermore be a large labour pool that will work and be educated at the ESS, and serves as another reason for compa-
nies that need these kind of people to set up business in the area. The amount of extra clustering taking place will al-
though be much in the hands of regional actors and policymakers, and it may therefor be hard to conclude how much 
the ESS will contributing to the cluster effects by itself. 

Another possible side-effect of the clustering is that it crowds out other industries and other actors in the region. As one 
of the LTH professors indicated, he was afraid that his research would get less attention and resources because of the ESS 
would take up all the talent and money available. This could also be the case for other industries that can not use the 
facility as effectively as some others. It changes the comparative advantages in the region and makes some investments 
more profitable than others, which in turn can make traditional ventures in the region to prove uncompetitive and prone 
to move somewhere else. The other reason for this to happen is that the influx of high-tech industries with well paid jobs 
raises the wages and land-rents to a level where some businesses simply can not afford to hire or rent office space, and 
will relocate at some other location, possibly nearby. If this will be the case, the economic impact can be seen as ripple 
effects taking place. Where the most benefits will come to Lund in terms of wage increases and economic advantage, the 
surrounding areas may then absorb some of Lunds less competitive industries, and move out their recently uncompeti-
tive industries further away. From an economic standpoint it seems that everyone can benefit from this effects, but the 
downside is for the people employed in the industries that are moving away or shutting down their operations. They 
could follow the jobs of course, but it may be the case that people will be unwilling to do this. This is because there are 
many other things than just a job that bind people to an area. They might have a family with children that go to school 
and don not want to move, their spouse might still have a job and can not get it as easily in the other location. Also 
friends, social life, traditions etc may hinder. If these people who do not want to move can not get another job when their 
old workplace have been shut down or relocated, the ESS will not be a blessing at all from their point of view.

It is easy to think of these crowding out effects just happening to low skilled jobs, but it might just be the case that it is 
some of the high-end jobs that get affected the most. The ESS and surrounding businesses will try to absorb the most 
talented staff, and this could mean people currently employed at the University. The University could then find it hard to 
attract new labour, and decide to shut down some institutions, or relocate it to Copenhagen or Malmö instead, maybe 
even further away. The same logic goes for other industries that compete with high quality labour, Ericsson may face 
sharp wage increases to much to bare, and move their operations somewhere else, Tetrapak and Alpha Laval may face 
the same fate. The reasons to stay may although be more convincing  than the ones to leave, the high wages could be 
offset by better quality of the labour, making it still profitable to base operations in Lund. The proximity to supportive 
industries, the networking and skill transfer possibilities from the ESS and many more advantages should weigh up the 
negative effects, it is clear however that not everyone will be winners from the ESS siting.

There is also a risk that the facility will be obsolete even before it is built. The construction of the ESS will take around ten 
years, and considering the technological innovations that took place in the same timespan from 1990 to 2000  where the 
Internet went from being nonexistent to invented, to a  necessity. It is not hard to imagine that a similar technological 
pace in other areas such as neutron spallation, or microscopy could bring forward innovations that makes large spalla-
tion sources obsolete. There is also the geopolitical and economical aspect that can change immensely in just a few years. 
In the same timespan that mentioned before, there was the breakup of the Soviet Union and the move towards market 
economy in Eastern Europe as well as a strengthening of the EU. In the years ahead there could very well be a weaken-
ing of European integration and easier communications making it more sensible to partner up with East Asian states for 
these kinds of facilities instead. Everything about the future is speculative by definition, but looking back at history can 
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show us that some hints that changes can come quickly and unforeseen, and be very disruptive to old structures. Per-
haps there will even be an end to clustering itself, when communications levels out the playing field and people socialize 
evermore online instead. This is a belief that are shared within some economic circles, and is often called the ”death do 
distance” argument. Nicholas Crafts and Anthony Venables are two of the proponents of this world view, and have pub-
lished many articles on the matter.35 There are however many others economists that do not share this belief, such as 
Örjan Sölvell. What he means is that that globalization and better communications do not need to be an antagonist to 
clusters at all, but rather that people still need to have a social arena to interact and that globalization could strengthen 
the clustering effects. But he bases his analysis on history, and the effects on existing structures from innovations can be 
very disruptive. It may just be the case that these conclusions held true in a pre social-networking and gaming era, but 
will not be true in the future where networks will instead be the dominant form of organization. Clusters could exist in 
this world as well, but in cyberspace rather than of old fashion geographical space.

All this reasoning indicates is that many of the economic and scientific effects that have been envisioned for the installa-
tion may not come true at all. And that the iconic effect that it should have given the region could be replaced with a a 
warning example that public money shouldn’t be used for these kinds of gargantuan science projects. On the other hand 
physics do not change what we know of, and many of the best scientists believe that the facility is both urgently needed 
and a sound long term investment. And the economic price of not building it in terms of becoming uncompetitive on the 
global scene may prove to be a lot higher than the risk of building an obsolete research facility.

7.4 Policy implications

• Should make it easier for international talents to settle in the region by building up infrastructure such as bilingual 
schools and daycare centre

• Should promote the ESS as part of a wider scheme of benefits for moving to the region.

• In order to promote science in general and to get a positive sentiment towards the ESS in the region, an science centre 
with guided tours of the ESS facility should be set up. Could also be promoted as a tourist attraction.

• The University should make sure that LTH staff get involved in the project, and that there are as much integration and 
bridges as possible between them.

• The ESS must make sure that the building process brings forward innovations and new startups, and that the suppli-
ers are well intertwined with the scientists so that the best available technical skills are dispersed into the economy

• The ESS should work with a University to do a a comprehensive study about the spillover effects from large research 
installation, and what policies that matter in getting the best results. This material is sought after by more actors 
around the globe, so the economic burden could perhaps be shared with others.

• All concerned actors in the region should make sure to be ready for ESS, and make plans for how they can best make 
use for it from their point of view, and interact heavily with the ESS build to try to get their special requests, if any, 
through. 
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8. CONCLUSIONS
8.1 Draconian task

Much evidence points to that the ESS will bring economic good of some sort to the region, but to say exactly what it will 
be is not possible and depends to a large extent on how well the involved actors do in their endeavour to use the facility 
for their needs. If the installation become an isolated ”Cathedral in the desert”, it will just give of the trickle down effects 
of the investment itself. Even this is not a small boost to the region, but it is not much compared to the effects that could 
come from the spin-off effects, and the iconic value for the region to drag in direct investment and talents. This as well as 
the importance for inspiring the youth in the region towards the natural sciences will be impossible to quantify, at least 
not for now. But it may many years from now be studies that show that this effects were the most important for regional 
competitiveness in the long run, and that the rising percentage of students going into the natural sciences twenty years 
from now gave the greatest value of investment than all the others combined. It is hard to say for certain what the ESS 
will mean for the region. But there seem to be a consensus from the literature and interviews that there will at least be 
some kind of economic impact, and I believe that the extent of how positive the economic benefits will be depends heav-
ily on good decision making from the involved actors. So the pressure is on them to get as much good out from the siting 
as possible, and the economic benefits for the region from the ESS I therefore declare as inconclusive and currently im-
possible to quantify.
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9. SUMMARY
9.1 Short summary of the paper and the findings.

This paper examines what the local impact of the research installation ESS might be on the region of Lund and its sur-
roundings. Done by looking at literature concerning agglomeration and clustering, reports on large research installations 
and interviews with local actors. There seems to be a consensus in the literature that research installation can bring posi-
tive economic effects to a region, exactly what these effects are, is a bit harder to pin down. In the interviews local actors 
in the region were asked about what they thought the ESS would mean for Lund and their organisation. The answers 
from this varied quite much, but there was also here a consensus that it would be good for the region. The most positive 
were the involved actors such as ”Invest in Skåne” and ”Region skåne”, and the most sceptic interviewees were found in 
the local academia. The conclusions are that the impact of the ESS will be much dependent on whether the local actors 
respond correctly to the opportunities from the installation. Some effects will be due to the trickle down effects, that are 
relatively easy to measure, other may be in the form of an icon and inspiration for the region and future scientists, which 
is harder to measure the impact of but might be the largest effects for the region in the long term.
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 APPENDIX A1
A1.1 Questions to Invest in Skåne:

How do you believe that the siting of the ESS will affect the Lund region in the future?

Do you believe that the siting of the ESS will be a factor for companies decision to establish themselves in Lund?

Do you think that Companies in the region are well prepared for the opportunities that the siting of the ESS brings?

A1.2 Questions to AstraZeneca:

How do you believe that the siting of the ESS will affect the Lund region in the future?

Was the siting of the ESS in Lund have a factor in AstraZeneca’s decision to shut down their operations in Lund?

Do you believe that AstraZeneca will use the ESS in the future, and if yes, how?

Do you think that the siting of the ESS in Lund will be a factor for future decisions on where AstraZeneca decide to con-
duct their operations

A1.3 Questions to LTH:

How do you believe that the siting of the ESS will affect the Lund region in the future?

Do you believe that the siting of the ESS will have an impact for LTH to conduct cutting edge research, and to attracts 
international talents!

Do you think that the ESS can be useful for your research, and if yes, how?

Do you think that the siting of the ESS will mean an expansion of LTH?
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